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Earlier this year, PMG and NWMF were contacted by Ealing Studios, who were attemptingto source wheelchairs for the biopic The Theory of Everything. The film focuses onStephen Hawking’s student years and his first marriage, so to find exact replicawheelchairs from such an early period of Hawking’s life was proving quite a challengefor the set designers. With help from PMG members James Foy, Krys Jarvis and MonicaYoung, plus a pinch or two of serendipity, an 8BL and BEC were eventually despatchedto the studios. Both wheelchairs are now in continuous use on the film sets.
The Theory of Everything is due for release in 2015.

Coming Soon!

THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING
STARRING CELEBRITY WHEELCHAIRS

8BL OF DOrset WheeLchair service (east)
&

Bec OF shrOpshire WheeLchair & pOsture service
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In a recent article (31/08/2013www.independentliving.co.uk)Independent Living highlights problemscaused to users and carers by thefragmentation of services. In the same issue,Amy Edwards from the College of OccupationalTherapists, describes the following barriers tointegration of services often cited by OTs:• Difficulty in communication, often due toincompatibility of electronic informationsystems• Insufficient clinical involvement in decision-making at the point of entry into the service• Excessive time spent on paperwork foractioning interventions/referrals, leading toless time for client contact; at the same time,an expectation that therapists see more clients,thus less time for joint or integrated working.Some of the information presented in thisedition could, if developed and disseminated

further, be used topartially address theseissues. As well asdescriptions of training incore skills in the UK andless developed countries,there is information on managing equipment,e-learning, and tele-rehab.With so much interest in the topic, we areinviting more submissions on training for thenext issue, as well as on outcome measures.Thank you to all our contributors, our proofreaders and especially to Olwen (as always!)
carolyn Nichols
editor

Editorial
Ne
w
s NWMF COMPETENCIESThe National WheelchairManagers Forum (NWMF)recently published the finaldraft of their FoundationCompetencies for WheelchairTherapists, which can bedownloaded from theirwebsite: http://goo.gl/owtUd6;NWMF is also working onproducing Intermediate andAdvanced competencies, pluscompetencies for TherapyAssistant Band 3.

NWMF AND PMG
COLLABORATIONFurther to the aboveannouncement, we aredelighted to report that KrysJarvis, chair of NWMF, and GailRussell, chair of PMG’sEducation & Trainingcommittee, are due to meet todiscuss possible future

collaboration between the twogroups to provide trainingpackages around the NWMFcompetencies. Watch thisspace!
PMG COMMISSIONS RESEARCH
INTO CONSUMER CHOICERecent work with theDepartment of Health (DH) hashighlighted a dearth ofinformation on consumerviews in relation to wheelchairservices. In light of the currentplans to transform andmodernise these services,there would appear to be adegree of urgency to collectsome robust data aboutconsumer opinion –apparently, most critically, onwhat consumers understandby the concept of choice. DHhas stated they have beenunsuccessful in their attempts

to collect such information,hence PMG have decided tocommission a piece of researchon this subject.
CALL FOR PAPERS 2014Please post the enclosed NTECall for Papers 2014 on aprominent notice board atwork. Thank you!
CAR MEASUREMENTS
DATABASEThe independent consumerresearch charity, RICA(Research Institute forConsumer Affairs), hold a carmeasurements database forpeople who load wheelchairs/mobility scooters in/out ofvehicles, or anyone looking forcars if they are tall, short orhave a specific need/disability:http://goo.gl/2AQ115 
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As 2013 draws to a close, the end of ayear allows us to reflect on our keyachievements and focus on what’s aheadin 2014.PMG continues to grow, with a hugelysuccessful NTE in July, and plans now underway for Cardiff next year. Our Mary Masserytour, organised by Ffion Lane, has proved a verypopular series of events, despite the storms!Looking ahead, PMG has commissioned a pieceof research to look at consumer views on‘choice’ in WCS. We will recruit an events &marketing coordinator, with interviewsscheduled for early February. One of thebiggest strategic aims for 2014 is to changePMG’s status of ‘Charity’ to ‘CharitableIncorporated Organisation’ – something whichwill allow PMG to move forward in a morebusiness-like way. More information and

consultation will follow inthe New Year.As always, none of ourachievements would bepossible without thededication and commitment of everyoneinvolved on PMG’s committees, together withOlwen’s day-to-day management. There are toomany people to mention individually, but mydeepest gratitude extends to you all.With warmest Season’s Greetings,
clare canale, pMG chairPS. I am using my maiden name now, butnothing else has changed!

Letter From The Chair
New

s

BEST PRACTICE GUIDELINESFollowing the 2010International Conference onBest Practice, the first of theguideline documents,Transportation of People inWheelchairs, is now availableto read and comment on viathe PMG website:www.pmguk.co.uk/best-practice-guidelines.html; therest of the guidelines will beposted there as soon as theyhave been edited.
WAR VETERANSA number of people havealready recognised the need toaccess extra funding streams tosupport the on-going mobilityrequirements of war veterans.Following representation bythe NWMF and PMG, it wassuggested that the VeteransProsthetic Panel, which

manages identified funding tosupport enhanced prosthetichardware for war veterans,should have its remit extendedto include support for complexwheelchairs. This proposal has gatheredmomentum under the guidanceof Sam Gallop of the AssociateParliamentary Limb LossGroup. PMG and NWMF havesupported the initiative bymaking direct representation toDr Andrew Murrison MP, whoreported initially on theprosthetics service for warveterans: A better deal formilitary amputeeshttp://goo.gl/VjS78u. DrMurrison, in turn, has nowraised this as arecommendation to theSecretary of State for Health,Jeremy Hunt. We await theoutcome with interest.

FREEDOM TO MOVEJulianna Arva’s article Freedomto Move was published in SENmagazine in early 2013. It isnow available to downloadfrom http://goo.gl/Rau47b 
RECENT ADVANCES IN
MANAGEMENT OF PEOPLE WITH
DISORDERS OF CONSCIOUSNESSJune 12 – 13, 2014 at OldThorns Manor Hotel, Liphook,Hamphire. Contact:conference@holycross.org.uk
POWER MOBILITY FOR CHILDRENRoslyn Livingstone & GinnyPaleg’s article, PracticeConsiderations for theIntroduction and Use of PowerMobility for Children, ispublished in DevelopmentalMedicine and Child NeurologySept 2013.



The WHO and the United Nations
Convention on Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (UNCRPD)In October 2006 a consensus conference on theprovision of wheelchairs in less resourcedsettings was held in India. This was hosted bythe WHO, International Society of Prostheticsand Orthotics (ISPO), and United States Agencyfor International Development (USAID). Theresult of theconference was thedevelopment ofWHO ‘Guidelineson the provision ofManualWheelchairs in lessresourced settings’(WHO2008). Theguidelinesrecommendstandards for thedesign andproduction ofappropriateproducts, servicedelivery, policy andplanning, andtraining: amilestone in settingstandards forwheelchairprovision in thiscontext. The WHOtraining package directly supports theimplementation of recommendations set out inthese guidelines, and provides a tool to turn thisdocument into practical reality. The right to mobility is laid down in Article 20of the United Nations Convention on Rights ofPersons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) (UnitedNations 2008). Article 4 of the UNCRPD

highlights the responsibilities of countries topromote the training of professionals and staffworking with persons with disabilities (UnitedNations 2008). The WHO training package willassist governments and organisations toimplement training in wheelchair servicedelivery, and this should impact on the systemsand provision seen at a local level. 
The Wheelchair Service Training Package
(WSTP)The current wheelchair service models thatexist in well-resourced settings – comprising ateam of allied health professionals linked withcommercial wheelchair manufacturers – are notoften replicated in less resourced countries.These countries generally have a lack ofprofessionals, lack of trained staff and lack ofservice infrastructure. These factors had to betaken into account when designing the trainingpackage. The WHO training package aims to achieve thefollowing:• Increase the number of wheelchair users whoreceive a wheelchair which meets their needs• Increase the number of wheelchair users whoreceive training in the use and maintenance ofwheelchairs, and how to stay healthy in awheelchair• Increase the number of personnel trained inwheelchair service delivery• Improve the competencies of wheelchairproviders• Achieve greater integration of wheelchairprovision within rehabilitation servicesThe WSTP package is made up of three modules. The first two modules work in parallel with thebasic and intermediate service levels identified
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WHO WHEELCHAIR SERVICE TRAINING PACKAGE

Abstract
To improve wheelchair service provision,
the World Health Organization (WHO), in
partnership with the United States
Agency for International Development
(USAID), has developed a comprehensive
Wheelchair Service Training Package. The
training package is designed to develop
the knowledge and skills of personnel
working in wheelchair service delivery
within less resourced settings; however
the broader application of these
materials is now being discussed globally
in the field. As a key contributor,
Motivation would like to introduce the
package, and allow the reader to reflect
whether it could provide a universal
standard for core knowledge, either at
an undergraduate or postgraduate level.

WHO Wheelchair Service Training Package:
propelling forward a universal standard?
Sarah Frost
Lead Clinical Specialist, Motivation Charitable Trust
Email: Sarahf@motivation.org.uk

Rosy Dorman
Technical Resource Team Manager, Motivation Charitable Trust
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in the WHO Guidelines; the service levels are definedby the user’s mobility and postural support needs(Table 1), and each successive training would enablepersonnel to provide wheelchairs for users withincreasingly complex needs. There are currently noplans to develop an advanced module at this stage, thefocus being on consolidating practical and tangibleresults at basic and intermediate level beforeprogressing to the advanced level.The third training module is directed towards thosemanaging wheelchair services. The basic andintermediate packages were piloted in Africa, Asia,Eastern Europe and the Pacific, and the manager’smodule in Asia and Africa, to ensure their globalapplication. 
Module 1: Basic Wheelchair Provision for
practitioners (35-40hrs)This module was launched at a meeting of theRehabilitation Engineering and Assistive TechnologySociety of North America (RESNA) in the UnitedStates, July 2012. This was immediately followed by aTraining of Experts (TOE) for participants from 16countries, in Washington (Fig 1).

The materials can now be downloaded from the WHOwebsite: http://goo.gl/nYBfXB
Module 2: Intermediate Wheelchair Service
Provision for practitioners (35-40hrs)This module was launched with a TOE in Cape Town,August 2013. 
Module 3: Wheelchair Service Provision for
Managers (15 hrs)The third module for managers will be available in2014.
cOurse cONteNtThe content of the basic and intermediate coursesincludes:• Core background knowledge sessions• Practical knowledge and skills to carry out the eightdefined service steps• Practical sessions with real clients• Cushion fabrication: this essential piece ofequipment is frequently not available locally• Fabrication of some of the common posture supportdevices and wheelchair modificationsThe content of the management module will includeadvocacy for national policy on wheelchair provision,as well as practical skills for effective management ofa wheelchair service. ‘A national policy on wheelchairprovision can ensure that users receive wheelchairsthat meet minimum requirements for safety, strengthand durability that are appropriate for their individualneeds’ (WHO 2008 Guidelines on the provision ofManual Wheelchairs in less resourced settings, Ch.5,p113). The wheelchair service delivery packages aredesigned to be delivered as a whole, or integrated intoexisting rehabilitation programmes. ResourcesFig 1. Training of Experts, Washington, USA, July 2012.

Table 1. WHO Service Levels 

Basic Service: Users’ needs can be met by provision of manual wheelchairs without modifications.Mobility and postural support provided through a well-fitted wheelchair and seat cushion.
Intermediate Service: Users’ needs can be met by provision of manual wheelchairs with supportiveseating. Supportive seating provided either through individual modifications to a basic wheelchair, or aspecialised seating system.
Advanced: Users’ needs can be met by provision of complex supportive seating and mobilityequipment. Individually prescribed and customized wheelchairs to provide postural support andaccommodate fixed deformities.World Health Organization (2008) Guidelines on the provision of Manual Wheelchairs in lessresourced settings, Ch.3, P.77
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include a trainer manual which contains detailedsession plans, supporting PowerPoint presentationsand videos, interactive training activities, referenceand support materials including service forms,worksheets and posters. 
The WHO training package:
a relevant training resourceThe WHO training package offers an accessible andinvaluable resource for organisations involved inwheelchair provision. Used successfully, this willtransform the way in which wheelchair users in lessresourced settings receive wheelchairs to meet theirphysical, lifestyle and environmental needs. Thispackage will provide a structured framework to planand deliver appropriate training into an environmentwhere there is an urgent need to improve the quality,quantity and sustainability of appropriate wheelchairservices.At the International Seating Symposium in March2013 a group of experienced practitioners,predominately from the USA and Canada, met tobrainstorm what role therapists should have inseating and mobility services. They considered whatknowledge and skill was required to fulfil that role,and discussed the potential of the WHO trainingpackage to meet a need at undergraduate andpostgraduate level in this field. As the final module ofthis training package reaches completion, should wealso discuss whether it has a parallel application inthe UK and Republic of Ireland? Could it provide auniversal standard for core knowledge in this field?
Definitions• ‘An Appropriate Wheelchair’: one that meets theuser’s needs and environmental conditions; providesproper fit and postural support; is safe and durable; isavailable in the country; can be obtained andmaintained, with services sustained, in the country atthe most economical and affordable price.• ‘Less resourced settings’: a geographical area withlimited financial, human and infrastructural resourcesto provide wheelchairs (a common situation in

low/middle-income countries, but also in some areasof high-income countries). • ‘Wheelchair provision’: an overall term forwheelchair design, production, supply and servicedeliver.
ReferencesUnited Nations (2008). Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities and Optional Protocol.Accessed from www.un.org/disabilitiesWorld Health Organisation (WHO) (2008) Guidelines
on the provision of manual wheelchairs in less-
resourced settings. WHO Press, Geneva. Accessed from:http://goo.gl/9a91KA

WSTP Basic, India, May 2011.

WSTP Intermediate, India, October 2013.
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SCOTTISH EDUCATION & TRAINING WORKSTREAM

BACKGROUNDA seven year long period of modernisation ofthe wheelchair & seating services (WSSs) inScotland was kick-started by a petitionpresented to the Scottish parliament. Thepetition, which was considered by the petitionscommittee in January 2005, requested that theScottish parliament:• Resolve the current critical problems in theprovision of wheelchairs and specialist seatingservices within the NHS by both an immediateincrease in funding and through a review which,in consultation with users, will addressminimum standards, the scope of equipmentprovided, and the delivery of services.• Recommend a strategy for the integratedprovision of all equipment for people withphysical disabilities. (Scottish Parliament 2005)The Scottish Executive Health Department(SEHD) responded by setting up a steeringgroup, comprising a wide range of stakeholders.Management consultants were commissioned toconduct an independent review of ‘user needsand current service provision and to providerecommendations for the future development ofthe service to meet future need and demand’(Scottish Executive 2006). Based in part on theirfindings, the steering group published itsMoving Forward report in May 2006. In January2007, the SEHD issued a detailed response tothe report’s recommendations. A project boardwas then established in June 2007 to oversee anational programme of modernisation focusedsolely on wheelchair and seating services with aheadline budget of £16 million. In February2009, it published its action plan that set outactions to be achieved by June 2011. The actionswere grouped around the four workstreams asfollows:• Local service redesign• Standards and eligibility• Information management and technology • Education and training

All action areas involved an overarching themeof user and carer involvement. A full account ofthe development of the clinical standards hasalready been published (Dolan 2013) and acopy of the standards is available on the PMGwebsite. In December 2010 the board handedover responsibility for the programme to adelivery group that was to focus on the projectexit and closure work plan, until it was alsowrapped up in2012. This articledescribes theeducation andtrainingworkstream of themodernisationprogramme, andpoints to some ofthe lessons thatmight be learntfrom it. For thesake of brevity, thearticle is restrictedto the educationand training ofstaff, althoughthere were alsosignificantdevelopments inrelation to usersand carers.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND ACTIONSFive out of the 40 recommendations in theMoving Forward report directly addressededucation and training (Table 1). One of themraised the need for training of referringprofessions, whilst the other four addressed theeducational and training needs of service staff.In the SEHD response, the recommendationswere grouped differently and, frustratingly, didnot always specifically address therecommendation in question. Key pointsincluded:

Abstract
During the Scottish wheelchair & seating
services’ modernisation programme,
Education & Training was one of the four
major workstreams. Five of the original
independent report’s recommendations
related to this workstream, and these
were translated into six actions in the
Scottish government’s action plan.
Service-led developments relating to
local skill mix reviews and training for
referrers were completed. Nationally-led
developments stalled after the
information gathering and early
implementation stages, and remain
incomplete. Five lessons learnt are listed
that may be of use to similar, future
programmes.

The Scottish Modernisation Programme’s
Education & Training Workstream
Dr. Michael Dolan
Principal Clinical Scientist, Southeast Mobility and Rehabilitation Technology (SMART) Centre, Edinburgh
Email: michael.dolan@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk
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• The need for training for non-service staff, includingreferrers• A lack of prior and in-post accredited training • Recognition of the importance of training and careeropportunities to address recruitment and retentionproblems

Table 1. The Moving Forward recommendations and rationales with SEHD responses. The recommendations are
reproduced in full (apart from the non-applicable parts of number 8), but the rationales and responses are summarised.

recommendation

8 – Self-referral for
reassessment: Training will beestablished to improvecommunications betweenreferring community-based staffand service staff.
24 – Improvements to
infrastructure:The infrastructure to providetraining on wheelchair andseating needs to be establishedand accredited. All staff, includingreception, administration andtechnical staff, will receivetraining in ‘customer relations’with an emphasis on the specificrequirements of people withdisabilities and their carers.
25 – Review career structure
for service staff: A review shouldbe undertaken by NHS Educationfor Scotland (NES) to ensure thatan appropriate career structureexists for clinicians andtechnicians delivering wheelchairservices.
26 – Review staffing levels
throughout the service: Areview will be undertaken todetermine whether currentstaffing levels are adequate, andwhether the most appropriateskill-mixes are in place.
27 – Appropriate training for
service staff: Staff referring to theservice should receiveappropriate training.

rationaleNone supporting the relevant partof the recommendation.
Training often ad hoc, poorlyresourced, infrequentlyaccredited, neglected due toshortages, and not linked toresponsibilities and roles. As aresult, difficulties of recruitmentand service quality areexacerbated. Training importantin generating service culture andvalues, and due to rapid changesin technology. All staff mustreceive accredited training,supported by CPD.Lack of career structures andprogression fails to attract andretain the best staff into what isseen as a ‘Cinderella’ service, anddemoralises those who join. Forbioengineers there are limitedtraining places, and considerableproblems with the time taken tobecome registered.
Many of the staff come from hard-to-recruit professions, ortechnicians with highlyspecialised skills. It will benecessary to increase staffinglevels; however the skill mixrequired should not be assumedto be the same as that in place atpresent.Training is required to ensure thatpeople who work outside theservice, but have responsibilitiesto those who use it, understandhow best to make referrals andavoid duplication.

responseAppropriate training packages –including distance learning –should be designed to achieve thelevel of knowledge required toinform the decision to make areferral.NHS staff are required toundertake disability awarenesstraining, although wider issuessuch as multi-complex needs andequality must also be addressed.There may be scope foraddressing the skills/recruitmentissues by training existinghealth/social care staff toundertake service work. This willincrease people’s skills and mayoffer a wider recruitment pool.
Career paths should not beconfined to WSSs. There needs tobe flexibility and movement inand out of the service. Trainingand development needs to be inthe wider health and social carecontext. Formal courses shouldinclude the opportunity for atleast six months work experiencewithin the service.NHS Boards should considerstaffing requirements, includingthe level and skills mix, as part oftheir ongoing workforce planning,and take steps to implement.There are considerable variations,and services should explore whichmodels are most effective andadopt best practice.Consideration should be given toweb-based training and raisingawareness. A mechanism to checkunderstanding should be built into such a process for referrers.
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• The need to optimise service staff skill mix, ratherthan simply increase levels to address the capacityshortfallThe action plan, which set out the programme of workto be achieved, did not clearly link to the MovingForward recommendations. The 53 actions weregrouped in tables, each table having a grouped list ofrecommendations that the actions were intended toaddress. It was not possible to precisely determinewhich recommendations were being taken forwardand those which had, by implication, been overlookedor rejected. All but one of the 6 relevant actions (Table2) had more than one person or group responsible fordelivering the action but no lead person/groupidentified. 
WORKSTREAM DEVELOPMENTSThis section outlines some of the overall developmentsundertaken as part of the education and training

workstream without including local level detail. 
service-LeD DeveLOpMeNts Two of the actions (1 & 6) were identified as requiringservice-led development although the learning needsanalysis was undertaken nationally, whilst the skillsmix review (Action 4) was undertaken by services withcentral support (Table 2). Each WSS conducted theirown internal skills mix review, mostly with anemphasis of how to maximise capacity by ensuringstaff worked most effectively at their own skill level.These are, inevitably, very specific to each service’sneeds and are thus probably only of direct interest tothe conducting service. On-line training was developedfor referrers (Action 6) by at least two of the centres –NHS Highland based in Inverness and the SMARTCentre in Edinburgh. The former produced a series ofshort instructional videos to deliver training efficientlyacross its remote region (Figure 1) and the latterproduced a training DVD/podcast to assist referrers totake the correct measurements (Figure 2).

Table 2. Actions relating to education and training (Scottish Government 2009) and who actually leads on the
developments. Note that actions have been numbered here for ease of referencing. SG = Scottish Government

Action1. A learning needs analysis for staff development inimprovement tools and techniques will bedeveloped by each centre2. The education and training needs of technical andscientific support staff in wheelchair services will beidentified, and developments linked to supportworker and assistant practitioners in healthcarescience3. Training needs for registered clinical andscientific staff in WSS will be identified, andeducation and training programmes developed inline with the national agenda for developinghealthcare scientist education and training4. Each WSS centre will carry out a skill mix reviewthat includes medical, technical, therapy,administrative and scientific staff, to identifytraining needs and skills maximisation5. Training and education to support thedevelopment of career paths for wheelchair andseating service and related staff within the NHSScotland career framework will be identified6. Training for referrers to the WSS services will bedeveloped in partnership with them

WhoWSS centre managers
Chief Health ProfessionsOfficer; NES; WSS centremanagers
Chief Health ProfessionsOfficer; NES; NHS BoardClinical Leads; WSScentre managers
WSS centre managers;National Workforce Unit;NES
Chief Health ProfessionsOfficer; NES; WSS centremanagers
WSS centre managers;Community HealthPartnership managers

Actually led byNationally: NES & SGProgramme Team
Nationally: NES & SGProgramme Team
Nationally: NES & SGProgramme Team
Service: WSS with healthboard support
Nationally: NES & SGProgramme Team
Service: WSS with healthboard support
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NatiONaLLy-LeD DeveLOpMeNtsFour of the actions (1, 2, 3 and 5) were nationally ledby NHS Education for Scotland (NES) and the smallScottish government programme team (Table 2). NESis responsible for supporting NHS services bydeveloping and delivering education and training forstaff, and commissioned an external consultant toconduct a scoping exercise to identify the learning anddevelopment needs of staff. Information was gatheredthrough a series of discussions and semi-structuredinterviews with service managers, staff, andstakeholders to gather quantitative and qualitativedata. Wide diversity between services in theirapproaches to workforce development, education, andtraining was identified. The resulting report (NES2010) presented 35 recommendations listed under 14‘emerging themes’. Some elements can be linked to theMoving Forward recommendations (e.g. customerservice to be covered by induction training) and theaction plan (e.g. an educational framework linked tothe NHS career framework), but many of therecommendations were new, and not achievablewithin the overall time/cost constraints of theprogramme.In July 2010, the project board decided that threerecommendations from the NES report were to betaken forward by NES with a short life working groupand a budget of £50k:1. The collation of existing on-line induction-relatedresources for new or potentially new staff into theReady4work website2. The development of shared values and capabilitiesas preliminary work to underpin the development ofan educational framework3. The development of an on-line community ofpractice to support sharing of good practice acrossdifferent settings.

The pre-existing Ready4work website(www.ready4work.scot.nhs.uk) is specificallyintended to support allied health professionals (AHPs)who are seeking employment or considering a changeof career direction, and is provided by NES. A sectionwas added specifically on wheelchairs and this is stillavailable. It mainly consists of links to other resourcesand does not appear to have been updated since it wascreated in 2011. Although the resources are quitegeneric, the website is advertised for use by AHPsonly, and therefore is unlikely to be seen as relevant bythe majority of service staff.There is no evidence that the development of sharedvalues and capabilities was taken further thanoutlined in the original NES report. Presumably it wasultimately too difficult to reconcile the needs of all thedifferent staff groups at their different career stages inany meaningful way in the time available.The Wheelchair Community of Practice website(uat.knowledge.scot.nhs.uk/wheelchair.aspx) is alsohosted by NES. It is intended to be a central place forpeople working with individuals who use wheelchairsto share good practice, gather their resources, shareinformation, and have discussions with colleagues.The wheelchair section was launched in February2011 but only attracted 4 members, and has not beenupdated since April that year.
CONCLUDING REMARKSAs far as can be determined, the five servicessuccessfully completed all the aspects of workstreamfor which they were responsible. Although it istempting to think that all the services should be thesame, in Scotland at least, the geography andpopulation concentrations are such that no twoservices will require the same mix of staff skill levels.

Fig 1. The NHS Highland on-line training resources for
referrers (http://goo.gl/QyVldw).

Fig 2. The SMART Centre’s podcast for referrers
(www.smart.scot.nhs.uk).
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Smaller services will inevitably need their staff to bemore versatile, and their training and educationalrequirements will therefore differ from those in thelarger services. Despite the programme, there remain a number of keyareas that require further development. There is aneed for up-to-date induction and in-post trainingresources that are pitched at a level suitable to eachstaff group. The training needs of administrative andtechnical staff remain a particularly neglected area.There is often too much reliance on equipmentsuppliers providing training updates that is inevitablyskewed and partisan. Now that the modernisation programme has finished,the responsibility for staff education and trainingneeds has reverted to the local services. There aregood links between the services, and so they are in agood position to self-coordinate future developments ifrequired. The clinical standards contain one relatedcriterion that states ‘All staff should undergowheelchair and seating specific induction trainingappropriate to their role’ (Scottish Government 2012).At the time of the piloting of the draft standards inJanuary 2011, two WSSs visited both relied on ‘on-the-job’ experiential learning. No one appears to beresponsible for taking forward the education andtraining requirements for non-service staff, and itwould be very difficult for services themselves to takeon this significant and inevitably on-going role withoutadditional, dedicated resources.
LESSONS LEARNTA number of lessons can be taken from the Scottishexperience of modernisation in relation to theeducation and training workstream:

1. From the outset, policy makers need to be realisticabout the amount of real and lasting changes that arepossible2. Good project management is essential at all levels3. External organisations must genuinely engage withservices and, in particular, service staff4. Outcomes need to be tangible and achievable, butalso sustainable5. Developments that are within the control ofservices are more likely to be successful
REFERENCES Dolan MJ. 2013. Clinical standards for National HealthService wheelchair and seating services in Scotland.
Disability and Rehabilitation: Assistive Technology. Vol8, 363-372.NHS Education for Scotland. 2010. Scoping the
learning and development needs of wheelchair and
seating services staff in Scotland. NES, Edinburgh.Scottish Executive. 2006. Moving forward: review of
NHS wheelchair and seating services in Scotland.Scottish Executive, Edinburgh.Scottish Government. 2009. Wheelchair and seating
services modernisation action plan. ScottishGovernment, Edinburgh.Scottish Government. 2012. Clinical healthcare quality
standards for wheelchair and seating services. ScottishGovernment, Edinburgh.Scottish Parliament, 2005. Public Petitions Committee
Official Report 19 January 2005; NHS (Provision of
Wheelchairs and Specialist Seating Services) (PE798).Column 1343. Scottish Parliament Archive, Edinburgh.

Fiona Eldridge of PMG’s Research committeerecently attended a study day on staticseating held by one of the static seatingcompanies. More and more of these study days arebeing held by manufacturers/distributors aroundthe country, some of which are found to be hardselling, and not truly interactive or valid for thehealth professional.  Fiona found this particularstudy day relaxed and informative, as well asproviding her with an opportunity to network

STUDY DAYS BY MANUFACTURERS/DISTRIBUTORSwith other health professionals working in asimilar field. Study days such as these areextremely valid CPD sessions when organised asinformation-sharing and evidence-based practicesessions, rather than being solely product-focused.They are also useful for manufacturers anddistributors, who will get valid feedback on theirproducts, as well as the opportunity to networkwith professionals in the field.



Enable Ireland SeatTech provides a highlevel seating service from its base in southDublin. The service is provided locallyand, on an outreach basis, to services in theeastern region and in Co. Kerry. In an effort tomaximise benefit to service users and tooptimise the use of scarce resources, SeatTechchanged its model of service delivery in recenttimes. This article plots the course of thischange and considers the role that trainingplayed in ensuring the success of that initiative.
THE CASE FOR DOING BETTERIn the private sector, evidence of good serviceprovision can generally be derived from theprofitability of a firm. The public sector contextis not sostraightforwardbecause of a morecomplexarrangementbetween theservice funder,provider, andbeneficiary (O’Shea,1992). Goodservice provision inthe public sectorcan be very difficultto quantify, but insome cases can beassessed by means of proxies such as economy,efficiency, effectiveness, and equity of servicedelivery, collectively termed ‘Value for Money’(Mulreaney, 2005).The Irish National Economic and Social Forum(NESF, 2006) report proposed a range ofmeasures to improve the delivery of publicservices, while O’Shea (1992) proposed a rangeof measures to enhance customer care in thepublic sector, but queried whether high qualitycosts more.

It can be argued that enhanced service need notnecessarily cost more and that, in fact, betteroutcomes can sometimes be achieved with lessinput. This is demonstrated in the case studybelow, whereby a significantly enhanced modelof service delivery has proved to be more costefficient than the older working model. Stafftraining was central to the success of thisapproach.
DOING BETTER AT LESS COST – A CASE STUDY
BackGrOuNDEnable Ireland is a government-funded nationalvoluntary organisation providing services topeople with disabilities, and to their families.For many service users their physical disabilitymeans that use of a wheelchair is essential toenable active participation in society. Asignificant minority of wheelchair users presentwith highly complex seating needs, and requirebespoke, custom-made seating supports toenable them to sit safely and comfortably in, andfunction from, their wheelchair (Tiernan et al.,2003).Acknowledging this need, a special seatingservice evolved during the 1980s. This service isnow called SeatTech. As the service grew, peoplewere referred from throughout Ireland forassessment and provision of special seatingsupports. During the 1990s the workloadincreased steadily. With only a handful of staffand an ever-increasing workload from thoseservice users already attending the services, thenumber of new referrals awaiting appointmentsgrew exponentially. A crisis point was reachedtowards the end of the century.In 2000 Enable Ireland (formerly CPI – CerebralPalsy Ireland), rebranded itself so as to reflect amore inclusive, holistic approach to servicedelivery. This re-branding also reflected theexpansion over time from the provision ofservices to just those presenting with cerebral
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palsy to people presenting with a range of disabilities.At the same time, a strategic decision was made thatthe special seating service would cease to provide anational service and become a regional service,concentrating its service delivery on Dublin and thesurrounding region. The intention at the time was toform similar regional services elsewhere in thecountry.In line with the change of geographical focus, theservice introduced two further changes:1. The introduction of a New Model of Service Delivery(the New Model), and2. A change in emphasis, through training, from theprovision of seating to the provision of a holisticpostural management service.
1. THE NEW MODELThe concept of the New Model can be best illustratedby analogy with traditional manufacturing industry.In traditional manufacturing, a design departmentcreated new designs based upon the requirements ofthe marketing department. The design departmentthen passed their designs to the manufacturingdepartment – ‘throwing them over the wall’ so tospeak. The manufacturing department then had todecide how to manufacture the components so thatthey conformed to the design department’srequirements. This ‘silo-mentality’ resulted ininefficiencies, as the design department frequentlywould not take into account manufacturing processesand constraints when developing their design, thuspotentially forcing the manufacturing department todevise new manufacturing processes rather thanoptimising the use of existing ones. A morecontemporary manufacturing approach is termedDesign for Manufacture (DFM), whereby themanufacturing departments are involved in thedesign process from the outset, and products aredesigned bearing in mind the manufacturingprocesses available at the time of design (O’Driscoll,2002).Similarly, the seating unit comprised a clinical(design) team and a technical (manufacturing) team.The manufacturing team comprised two senior gradetechnicians and two basic grade technicians. Typically,the clinical team would undertake a clinicalassessment of a service user’s seating needs, anddesign a clinical solution based upon that assessment.Towards the end of an assessment intervention, asenior grade technician would be invited into theassessment, where the clinician would outline theirproduct requirements. The senior technician wouldthen custom-manufacture devices as per the clinicalprescription, delegating aspects of the manufacturing

process to a basic grade technician. At times, a seniortechnician would not be present in the assessment atall, and would work off a worksheet produced by theclinician. The basic grade technicians were neverinvolved in assessments and never met the end usersof the products they were manufacturing. Design andmanufacture were separate.The New Model, in effect, constituted the introductionof a DFM culture. The capacity of the technical staffwas developed through clinical training, specifically inrelation to the assessment of service user need.Following training and a period of supervisedinteraction with service users, the technicians werepromoted to the grade of clinical engineeringtechnician, and subsequently introduced to serviceuser interventions where they participate inclinical/technical team pairings. Their role expandedto include assistance in the clinical assessment andproduct solution specification process. The workingrelationship between clinician and technician changedto one of partnership.While the New Model reduced the number of puremanufacturing hours available to a technician, itincreased their level of interaction with service users,increased their understanding of service users’ needs,and thus enhanced manufacturing efficiencies, as willbe shown below. The end result is a more efficientmethod of service delivery, whereby the technicianworks as part of an interdisciplinary team in thedesign of the product solution, and sees the productthrough from design specification to handover to theservice user. The technician is therefore in a positionto discuss with the service user and the other teammembers any manufacturing constraints which mayaffect the device design, and has a greaterunderstanding at the outset of the intended purposeof the device.The NESF (2006) recommends more involvement ofservice users in the ‘shaping-up of services given’.Enable Ireland advocates the Social Model ofDisability (Oliver, 1990), whereby service users areactive participants in all aspects of their care, ratherthan their being ‘referred to a specialist’ for‘treatment’. The service user is the ‘specialist’ withrespect to their own requirements, and Enable Irelandfacilitates them in achieving their full potential.Mindful of the fact that service user priorities are bestarticulated by the service user themselves, the NewModel promotes greater service user involvement inthe process of selection and design of their equipmentsolutions; the service user is the central figure in thedevelopment of product solutions to meet their needs.Information is provided to the service user in an
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accessible manner, they are party to both clinical andtechnical reasoning in relation to the solution on offer,and they are actively encouraged to express theirviews and preferences with respect to productsolutions being presented to them. This involvementof the service user helps in the management of ‘theexpectation gap’ referred to by O’Shea (1992), leadingto a higher level of service user satisfaction andefficiency (O’Sullivan, 1998).
2. TRAINING ON 24-HOUR POSTURAL MANAGEMENT
(24HrPM)The second aspect of the New Model was the greateremphasis on 24HrPM – a holistic view of themanagement of a person’s posture, acknowledgingthat the positioning in a wheelchair during daytimeactivities is only one aspect of a person’s dailypostural requirements. These also include nightpositioning, standing positioning, periods of rest, andactive exercise. This approach is possible only througha co-ordinated, multi-disciplinary approach for whichthere was an identified training requirement.A 24HrPM training programme was developed underthe New Model, and deployed initially to staff withinEnable Ireland and to staff from other agencies whohad a direct working relationship with SeatTech. Overtime, it became evident that this training had a widerreach, and over the years it has been extended tofamilies, students, and practitioners with a generalinterest in the area, not specifically just those whowork with SeatTech. In 2011 a joint submission by theAssociation of Occupational Therapists in Ireland(AOTI) and the Irish Society of CharteredPhysiotherapists (ISCP) secured funding tosubcontract SeatTech to deliver five such trainingcourses over a 12-month period. To date, almost 950people have undertaken various aspects of thistraining which includes:• Level One training on the fundamentals of posturalmanagement, the undertaking of assessments, and thetranslation of assessment findings into equipmentsolutions for those involved in the selection andprescription of postural management equipmentsolutions• Level Two training on the undertaking of moredetailed assessments and the translation ofassessment findings into equipment solutions forthose responsible for the prescription of posturalmanagement equipment solutions• Training on night positioning. This is generally donein the context of a postural care pathway trainingprogramme• Training on transport safety for wheelchair users. Asincreasing numbers of service users are beingtransported while remaining seated in their

wheelchairs, there is a constant demand for trainingon matters relating to transport safety• Equipment evaluation days, where severalequipment categories are selected each year, andsuppliers bring relevant equipment for a day whichcomprises a trade show in the morning and evaluationsessions in the afternoon. In the afternoon sessions,essentially all the equipment available on the Irishmarket is brought into a room for a comparativeevaluation workshop.The primary benefits of this training have beentwofold. First, those working at primary service levelhave an enhanced understanding of the holisticpostural management requirements of their serviceusers. They have been taught the importance of multi-disciplinary teamwork. In addition to being impartedwith new skills, course participants learn how torecognise the limitation of their own skill-base, whento refer a service user on for specialist assessment,and what information should be gathered in advanceof a specialist assessment. Primary care clinicians nowattend special seating clinics prepared withstraightforward questions rather than complexproblems.A second benefit has been the up-skilling of theprimary care staff to a level where they can workdirectly with the clinical engineering technicians fromthe postural management service, in the absence of aspecialist clinician. This approach to service deliveryhas also increased access to the specialist service byfacilitating the establishment of a number of outreachclinics, whereby the service is brought closer to theservice user in the community rather than delivering apurely centralised service from the Sandymount basein Dublin.The dissemination, through training, of the knowledgeand experience built up over many years in aspecialist centre has the following effects:• It optimises the specialist clinical resources• It greatly increases the number of service usersreceiving appropriate attention for their seating needs• It enhances the follow-up support at local level forthese service users• Only the most complex cases are referred to thespecialist clinicians, thus affording them adequatetime to devote to these cases.Initiatives are currently underway at Enable Ireland tofurther extend training in postural management,formerly directed towards clinical practitioners, toservice users and parents of children who attend ourservices, so as to further enhance the effectiveness ofpostural management interventions, and to empowerservice users and parents to advocate for this.
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It is not possible within the scope of this article toprovide a comprehensive analysis of the measuresused to show improved services, but improved level ofservice delivery in the years 2000 to 2013 are borneout in the annual statistics as shown in Figures 1 & 2.The general patterns of increased numbers in thisperiod correlate to improved service delivery.

Staff fluctuations have occurred throughout the timeperiod under review, and these are shown in Figure 3.The greatest increase in service delivery levels can beseen in the years 2002-05 at a time when the NewModel was being rolled out, and a new contractpermitted the service to recruit 1.5 whole-time-equivalent clinical staff members. This came about asa result of a partnership contract negotiated with aspecific HSE service region, and for the first time inover five years the service was in a position to open itsbooks to new referrals. This was sustained withoutany increase in the technical complement at the time.Service levels have remained reasonably steady in theyears since 2006, with the number of service usersseen at approximately 185% pre-2003 levels, and thenumber of service user contacts in excess of 200%higher over the same period. These levels of servicedelivery are being sustained, despite a reduction ofover one-third in direct service provision staffing

levels incurred as a result of the economic downturnof 2008.

A survey of service user satisfaction carried out in2009 has returned some positive feedback, togetherwith suggestions for improvement (n=142, responserate n=58, or 41%). On a four-point ordinal scale, 74%of respondents were ‘Satisfied’ or ‘Very Satisfied’ withtheir wheelchair selection, with 62% stating theywere ‘Satisfied’ or ‘Very Satisfied’ with their seatingsupports. When asked about their level of satisfactionwith the manner in which they were treated duringvisits to the clinic, 93% of service users were‘Satisfied’ or ‘Very Satisfied’. It is now intended to re-issue the survey to assess whether furtherimprovements have been made since 2009.
CONCLUSIONThe service was transformed through a change inworking practice. Such a change would not have beenpossible had it not been for the comprehensivetraining programme which was developed to enhancethe participation of primary clinicians and technicalstaff, and to reduce the reliance on direct interventionby specialist clinicians. The development of trainingfor this purpose has resulted in a training package ofrelevance and interest to clinicians far beyond thosewho have a direct working relationship with SeatTech.This training is now rolled out several times a year.SeatTech staff have developed the following missionstatement for the service:‘Our mission is to work together with service users, toprovide the best possible seating, wheelchair andpositioning aids, designed to meet their individualneeds.’Effective training of staff and service users alike hasbeen core to the success of the service, and isabsolutely essential in order to ensure that a quality

Fig 1. The number of service users seen at
SeatTech each year from 2000 to 2013.

Fig 3. The number of staff employed in direct service
provision each year from 2000 to 2013.

Fig 2. The number of service user contacts at
SeatTech each year from 2000 to 2013.



BACKGROUNDIt has been recognised for some time that thenumbers of people with complex disabilities arerising (Emerson 2009). This group of children,young people, andadults is stretchingtraditional servicemodels in terms ofour technicalcompetence, andalso in relation toour value base,creativity, andimaginations – it isonly when we trulybelieve that everyperson has a rightto live as citizenswithin theircommunity withequal access tohealthcare servicesthat we see creativeand person-centred solutions to the myriad ofchallenges faced by these individuals, theirfamilies, and supporters. The current shift fromservice-centred to person-centred outcomes is

driving accountability and raising expectations.However the recent Confidential Inquiry intoPremature Death of People with LearningDisabilities (CIPOLD) provides evidence that, asyet, equal access to healthcare services is someway off (Heslop 2013). CIPOLD recommendedthat people with learning disabilities should berecognised as being at risk from respiratoryillness. Recommendation 9 includes thefollowing statement: ‘CCGs must ensure they arecommissioning sufficient, and sufficientlyexpert, preventative services for people withlearning disabilities regarding their high risk ofrespiratory illness. This would include expert,proactive postural care support…’ Accreditedpostural care training forms part of the solutionto a far larger puzzle – one that we are a longway from solving.Recent guidance from the Department of Health(DH) also highlights the issue of both trainingprovision and quality assurance as areas thatmust be considered carefully by registeredhealthcare practitioners (Simpson 2012). Whenconsidering delegation of a task, for exampleusing therapeutic night time positioningequipment, the registered healthcare
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service and the best possible solutions are provided toservice users, both now and into the future.
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practitioner (HCP) should consider, amongst otherthings, whether the personal assistant or PA has beensuitably trained and assessed as competent toperform the task, whether the HCP views the PA ascompetent to carry out the task, whether the PAconsiders themselves competent to carry out the taskand, importantly, whether the person themselvesconsiders the PA competent. For the purposes of this article we shall consider thetraining needs of PAs, or support workers and carers,whilst noting that the term carer specifically refers toa person who is unpaid to provide care to a friend orrelative. It is recognised that carers and PAs are twodistinct groups who have distinct, although sometimessimilar, training needs.
BENEFITS OF ACCREDITATIONAccreditation of courses and trainers allows bothlearners and providers to be confident that the personbeing awarded the qualification has demonstrated therequired level of knowledge, understanding, orapplication of the course content, rather than havingsimply been in the right room at the right time withthe training provider. In order to achieve an accreditedqualification, learners must produce an evidenceportfolio that meets the required standard for thatqualification. Accreditation and national recognition also provide arecognisable and easily defendable product that canbe delivered with confidence. If people in Cardiffachieve an accredited award, everyone can be assuredthat they have studied the same course content,having produced an acceptable standard of evidence,as people in London, New York, Quebec or Perthstudying the same course. This provides employersand HCPs with confidence that the person they aredelegating responsibility to for an individual’s carehas met a recognised standard. Additionally, regulated training provides PAs with aportable, recognised qualification that can aid careerprogression and support accountability for both thePA and the training provider or HCP. 
‘RISKS’ ASSOCIATED WITH ACCREDITED TRAININGFor health and social care practitioners, the mostunnerving result of the provision of accredited trainingmay be that PAs or carers they come into contact withare in possession of greater specialist knowledge thanthe practitioners themselves. This may be particularlytrue of newly qualified practitioners, but can also be achallenge to those who have practised for a long timewithout the opportunity to update their knowledge

and skills. Suggestions of different ways of doing thingsmay be regarded as criticism of the practitioner’spractice, and it takes generous and open concern onthe part of the practitioner to acknowledge the value ofnew approaches. Another identified ‘risk’ is that a PA in possession ofan accredited qualification may, quite reasonably, seekpay in line with their qualification. This raisesuncomfortable questions around the levels of paydeemed acceptable for those facing the immenseresponsibility and challenge of supporting peoplewith complex disabilities, and may lead to difficultdecisions for personal budget holders about whichPAs to employ. It would seem reasonable to ensurethat budgets calculated to provide sufficiently expertand safe care for any individual would also take intoaccount the experience and qualifications of the PAsneeded, and remunerate them accordingly.
THE PROCESS OF ACHIEVING AND MAINTAINING
ACCREDITATION FOR TRAININGDH guidance (Simpson 2012) states that ‘Trainingshould be provided by a competent person and shouldbe of a standard recognised as adequate for the task…there should be written evidence of competenceassessment, where possible against recognisedstandards such as the National OccupationalStandards (NOS), or the standards being developed bySkills for Health and Skills for Care.’ Qualificationsregulated by the Qualifications and Credit Framework(QCF) are mapped to the NOS, and therefore providethe registered healthcare practitioner with clearevidence of competence assessment againstrecognised standards. The QCF is a national framework used by learners andtraining providers to compile qualifications. It is madeup of discreet units that are given a credit value and alevel. Learners are able to accumulate credits fromdifferent courses and work towards largerqualifications, a process sometimes referred to ascredit transfer. This is ideal for part-time learners, andfor those with extensive commitments in theirpersonal lives. Units are given a level based on the typeof academic standard that the learner is expected toachieve, and run from Entry Level through to Level 8. We began working with our awarding body, OpenCollege Network West Midlands Region (OCNWMR),in 2004. As an organisation we were looking to workwith people who shared our value base, and whounderstood the needs of the people on whose behalfwe were developing training. OCNWMR includeswithin its aims a commitment ‘to providing a highquality and responsive accreditation service that
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promotes widening participation, social inclusion andlifetime learning for all’. Like us, they are also a not-for-profit organisation.Becoming a nationally approved centre for accreditedlearning involves an agreement – between the trainingprovider and the awarding body – that the providermeets their minimum requirements in relation tocurriculum, quality, and administrative procedures.Once an organisation has met the requirements of theparticular awarding body with which it has chosen towork, they are then able to collaborate to develop newcourses and qualifications. The process of gaining approval from the Office ofQualifications and Examinations Regulation (Ofqual)for a qualification to be included on the QCF is led bythe awarding body. The next step is to securesponsorship or support for the course from credibleorganisations or individuals within the given field. Wewere in a privileged position having worked for manyyears in this area, so that gaining support wasrelatively straightforward. Our sponsors includedrepresentatives from the DH, the Valuing PeopleSupport Team, and the UK Health and LearningDisability Network hosted by the Foundation forPeople with Learning Disabilities. Gaining supportfrom Skills for Health was also straightforwardbecause we had worked with their children’s lead on alarge project in 2010.
IN CONCLUSIONWith well-disseminated, accredited training, thenetwork of trainers and course participants grows,and we are seeing positive results. For example, thenumber of children and young adults with hipdislocation in Wakefield has been dramaticallyreduced (Carter 2013). This gives everyone a beaconto work towards, and a method by which todemonstrate their efficacy.Henry Ford once stated that ‘Quality means doing itright when no-one is looking.’ If we want to improvephysical health outcomes for people with complexdisabilities we must ensure that PAs and carers areboth competent and confident to deliver high qualitycare at 2am, when no-one is looking. This involvestrust, supportive relationships, provision of thenecessary training and equipment in a timely mannerand, above all, a sea change in the levels of investmentthat we currently offer to family carers and the PAworkforce.

RESPONSES TO QUERIES FROM THE EDITOR
How do OCNWMR and QCF fit together? The QCF is the framework; the accreditation is led byawarding bodies of which OCNWMR is one. Ofqualregulates both the QCF and the awarding bodies,which, in turn, regulate their approved centres.
What does the term ‘nationally approved centre for
accredited learning’ mean? It means that you are regularly inspected (twice a year)to ensure that you meet minimum standards in termsof policy, procedure and accountability. It also meansthat there are two levels of quality assurance that weand our learners are subjected to – one internal qualityassurance system and one external system.
Postural Care CIC currently has 2 QCF regulated
qualifications, the Level 2 Postural Care Award and the
Level 3 Measurement of Body Symmetry Award. What is
the difference between a level 2 award and a level 3
award?Level 2 is equivalent to GCSE Grades A – C in schools,or a Level 2 Diploma in Further Education colleges.Level 3 is equivalent to A Level, or a Level 3Diploma/Extended Diploma. The levels relate to whatthe learner is expected to be able to do with thelearning: Level 2 is about basic learning and recall,whilst Level 3 is about being able to apply thatknowledge to novel situations.
FURTHER INFORMATIONSince 2004 Postural Care CIC have developed anddelivered both regionally and nationally accreditedqualifications in postural care, measurement of bodysymmetry, and train the trainer courses. The PosturalCare Award has been written in such a way as toensure that PAs and carers are able to combinespecialist knowledge with person-centred approachesthat recognise and respect pain related responses, andthe involvement of the person and their family in allaspects of provision. As well as accredited trainingprovision, Postural Care CIC has worked with DebraMoore Associates to develop cost effective e-learningmodules in postural care. Postural Care CIC is a registered Positive DevianceInitiative and has established a living university – anonline community of individuals and organisationspassionate about improving outcomes for people whohave complex disabilities. To download successstories, including the Wakefield Story and itsassociated business case, please visitwww.posturalcareskills.com/living-university 
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WHEELCHAIR SKILLS TRAINING Go Kids Go provide the opportunity forinstruction, practice and development ofwheelchair skills which can transform youngpeople’s lives. In the workshops Go Kids Goteach essential skills such as back wheelbalancing, road safety, route planning andemergency evacuation techniques. In addition,skills are also developed through games andchallenges specifically designed to encourageindependent mobility. Participants areintroduced to wheelchair sports and dance, andencouraged to attend local clubs. In someregions parents have set up their own disabilitysports clubs after a workshop. Workshops areavailable for manual or powered wheelchairusers, with the powered wheelchair workshopsfocusing on manoeuvring skills and spatialawareness. Wheelchair users who have learntskills with the charity are encouraged to returnas volunteers when they are older, to assist andinspire younger participants.For a child without a disability, the ability tomove independently enables the developmentof many key skills that contribute to holisticdevelopment, mental and physical wellbeing. It

has been shown that children who haverestricted mobility can begin to display passiveand dependent behaviour (Livingstone, 2011).The charity workswith children fromthe age of 18months with thebelief that it is vitalthat wheelchairskills training startsas early as possible.The Go Kids Gotrainers are able tograde and adaptactivities to ensurethat the training isaccessible to allages and abilities. Keeping the needsof the youngwheelchair userand their family atthe centre of thetraining, theworkshops are delivered using an inclusiveapproach by providing a stock of active user

Abstract
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since 1990.The specialised training is
designed to enable independence, and
to ensure that the young people are able
to reach their full potential. Go Kids Go
also run practical wheelchair skills
workshops for healthcare professionals,
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successful programme of disability
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Similarly if you are developing improved person-centred outcomes and/or service delivery, we wouldbe delighted to hear from you; we are happy to workwith organisations and individuals, who do not haveapproval, to develop new courses. Application formsfor our 2014 intake of Train the Trainer candidatesare available now, with the 12-month course startingin March 2014. Please contactSarah@posturalcareskills.com for further information.
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wheelchairs at each workshop so that parents andsiblings can get involved and join in the games.Families often find the workshops are a goodopportunity to share experiences and receive practicaladvice. 

The TV presenter Ade Adepitan MBE is a patron of thecharity and he knows first-hand the value of theworkshops. When Ade was a young man he benefitedfrom the charity’s work and was encouraged to takeup wheelchair basketball. “This charity is part of me,you make friends for life; the skills young wheelchair-users learn here will change their lives.” (See back
cover).Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson says “I have attendedquite a few Go Kids Go training courses over the pastfew years, and I am always impressed by the attitudeof the therapists and their affinity with the children.The courses not only address the needs of thedisabled child, but are also directed at their parentsand siblings. The courses encourage parents not towrap their children in cotton wool, something I reallybelieve is essential in coping with life today. There willbe times in life when a wheelchair user is faced with ahigh kerb, a flight of stairs or an escalator, and theskills and confidence learned at a young age to copewith these difficulties is invaluable. It’s not just aboutassessment and making sure that the child is providedwith a suitable wheelchair – it’s about ensuring thatevery child who uses a wheelchair has the means tofulfill their potential, and the ongoing support andunderstanding of Go Kids Go is particularly helpful tomany families.”

AWARENESS TRAININGSince 2009, in addition to the core workshops, thecharity has been running a very successfulprogramme of disability awareness courses inmainstream schools. A shocking statistic suggests thatthere are 180 disability hate crimes carried out everyday in the UK (Office for Disability Issues, 2013). Ouraim is to raise awareness and promote a positiveimage of young wheelchair users. 

The workshop involves taking the rest of the class,including teachers, out of their comfort zone andputting them into a wheelchair, thus giving them aninsight into the challenges faced by young wheelchairusers in their school environment. In addition towheelchair skills and games, topics such as personalspace and how and when to offer assistance towheelchair users, are covered. The young wheelchairusers themselves often find it amusing watching theirteachers and friends struggle with challenges theyface every day. The training fits into the nationalcurriculum (PHSE/PE), and Go Kids Go work with arange of year groups and adapt training sessions tosuit each key stage.
prOFessiONaL WOrkshOpsGo Kids Go also run practical wheelchair skillsworkshops for healthcare and educationalprofessionals, as well as training in universities forphysiotherapy and occupational therapy students.Wheelchair service staff have said that they find thepractical workshops offer a new perspective on theirwork.In the workshops therapists learn practicalwheelchair skills such as propulsion techniques, back-wheel balancing and coping with kerbs and slopes.The workshops provide good opportunities for team

Physiotherapy students – UCLAN. Training can start at an early age.
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building, such as therapists guarding each other whenpracticing back wheel balancing with the anti-tip barsremoved. Typically a professional workshop would cover:• A review of types of wheelchair and their handlingcharacteristics.• Warm up activities• Handling different chairs and propulsion techniques• Wheelchair games• Advanced skills, i.e. back wheel balancing• Road safety for wheelchair users• Outdoor mobility , managing slopes and roughground• Wheelchair dance and wheelchair sports• Emergency evacuationMandy Dunbar, senior lecturer in physiotherapy at theUniversity of Central Lancashire (UCLAN), stated that“The course was a fantastic opportunity because itenabled students to tailor physiotherapy treatmentsaround the needs of the patients.’’

OUTCOMESFor young wheelchair users, the Go Kids Go trainingprovides the opportunity to learn and develop keyskills which will enable independent mobility.Participants are taught to assess risk and develop roadsafety awareness which will help give them functionalparity with their peer group, allowing them to go outindependently in their communities. On a social level the workshops provide anopportunity to interact with other young wheelchairusers and, for families facing common issues, there isthe opportunity to share experiences. One youngwheelchair user who has benefitted from Go Kids Gotraining says, “This charity has been my second familyfor the past seven years. Their motto ‘Independencethrough Mobility’ is exactly what they gave me,independence. That one motto changed me as aperson. When I first started attending workshops andclasses with Go Kids Go I didn’t even know where thepush-rims were. Seven years later I am a collegestudent, much more independent and confident.Through the courses that Go Kids Go offer, I now viewmy wheelchair as a tool to help me achieve things.”Working in collaboration with wheelchair services,the charity is able to reach out to more and morechildren each year. A number of wheelchair servicesacross the UK work in partnership with Go Kids Go,supporting the charity by organising venues andpromoting the workshops to their service users.Thecharity receives most of its funding from charitabletrusts and donations, although in Northern Irelandand Wales, therapists have been able to securefunding from the local health authorities to financethe workshops. By working together we can ensurethat young wheelchair users and their families haveaccess to the support and training they need. For more information please contact Roy Wild:Tel: 01482 887163Email: roy@go-kids-go.org.uk Website: go-kids-go.org.uk Facebook: http://goo.gl/KXhBSU
ReferencesLivingstone R. (2011). Power mobility for infants and
preschool children. Available: http://goo.gl/lhdIOZOffice for Disability Issues. (2013). Learning about
disability in the UK. Available: http://goo.gl/QBVwT0

Roy Wild guarding a young wheelchair user
assisted by volunteer Simon Thompson.

Wrexham Posture & Mobility service staff.



The Health Design & Technology Institute(HDTI) delivers a regular programme offace to face CPD events and, whilst theseare both well attended and well received, it isclear that, with the financial and capacityconstraints that many services now face, weneed to find new ways to deliver CPD.Thus HDTI, in association with theRehabilitation Engineering ServicesManagement Group (RESMaG), decided to testwebinar technology for a recent CPD event.A broad range of speakers and topics wasselected, reflecting the need for rehabilitationengineers to keepup-to-date withdevelopmentsacross theprofession. I waskeen to assemblethe speakers in oneplace to deliver theevent but inpractice this wasimpossible: we had4 speakers in threelocations in the UK,in addition to thewebinar hostingtaking place inCoventry! Mycolleague, LizAston, and I wererather nervousabout deliveringour first webinarbut, despite some nerve-wracking moments, theevent ran smoothly. I would like to thank our speakers:James Currell & Paul Moodey (Thinking Outsidethe Box – a complex seating solution case study)Simon Judge (Integrated Access) Lorna Tasker (Digital Seating – servicedevelopment and research)

This was a new experience for them all and theycoped fantastically.Each presentation was followed by a Q&Asession. Participants were invited to typequestions, Liz collated these, and I presented thequestions to the speakers. We were inundated!The webinar system allows feedback to becollated immediately after the event, using anon line form. The feedback received wasoverwhelmingly in support of this approach todelivering CPD (not replacing face to faceevents, but supplementing them). Here is aselection of comments received:
“I found everything useful”

“Integrating services and consulting with
communications team is very useful. We may
have to investigate bridging that gap between
social service providing assistive technology and
local wheelchair services supplying controls”

“AT is not really my field in Rehab Engineering
(I mostly work in prosthetics & orthotics) but it’s
always interesting to keep in touch with other
disciplines, and you never know when an idea
may be sparked by seeing something in one field
which might be transferrable into another”

“Yes. I took notes from all three presentations and
will reflect upon them as part of my Trainee
Clinical Scientist position”Overall the event received a 73% Very Goodrating. There were one or two glitches with thetechnology, which is to be expected with thistype of event. Some participants needed helpfrom their IT departments to overcome firewallissues, but the general feedback demonstratedthe ease of use of webinar technology. I receivedsome positive feedback from a practitionerworking for the Red Cross in Israel, indicatingthe global reach of a webinar; there is no limiton audience size.The event was free and 40 delegates took part,
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WEBINARS – A DIFFERENT WAY TO DELIVER TRAINING

Abstract
A webinar is a seminar transmitted over
the internet which is also interactive,
so that questions and discussion points
can be raised by the live audience.
The event can be recorded for future
viewing, and presenters and participants
can be located anywhere in the world.
Webinars are not new, but the costs of
hosting them and of the associated
technology have tumbled. This article
describes the recent testing out of the
technology by the Health Design &
Technology Institute (HDTI) in Coventry,
in association with the Rehabilitation
Engineering Services Management
Group (RESMaG).

Webinars – a Different Way to Deliver Training
Simon Fielden
Director, Health Design & Technology Institute, Coventry University
Email: simon.fielden@coventry.ac.uk
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WEBINARS – A DIFFERENT WAY TO DELIVER TRAINING / E-LEARNING IN HEALTHCARE

E-learning has rapidly become a frequentlyused method of deliveringstatutory/mandatory training in the NHSand other public and private sectororganisations. Although not all the reasons forthis are austerity-related, this has been asignificant driver in many areas. In June 2013,Derbyshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trustreported that ‘Deployment of e-learning hasseen a 75% reduction in classroom basedcourses, delivering additional efficiency savingson training venues, travel expenses and coursetutors, and with the majority of e-learningcourses having the competency attached to thecourse, employee training records are updatedautomatically, removing the need to manuallyupdate training completion dates.’ (NHSElectronic Staff Record, 2013)
E-learning providers and the National
Learning Management System (NLMS)There is huge benefit to be gained from good,joined-up e-learning procurement. Within theNHS this is achieved through the deployment ofthe NLMS, which currently has hundreds of e-learning courses that are freely available toevery organisation that has implemented it. TheNLMS project was initiated to define therequirements and deliver e-learningfunctionality for the NHS.The development of the NLMS is a jointinitiative between the following fiveorganisations: NHS Electronic Staff Record

(ESR), the Department of Health, NHSConnecting for Health, Skills for Health CoreLearning Unit, and e-learning for Healthcare.The latter two are the main e-learning contentproviders to the NLMS and they also providealternative webaccess to their e-learning content forthe benefit oforganisations thatdo not have NLMSaccess through ESR.Training teamswithinorganisations usingNLMS take care oftheir own NLMSadministration andcan easily add locale-learning contentfor their staff toaccess, alongsidethe vast amount ofnational e-learningcontent. Locallyproduced contentshould be SCORM-compliant (SCORM= Sharable ContentObject Reference Model – a set of technicalstandards for e-learning software products) forit to operate with the same functionality as thenational content. However, open source e-learning content, e.g. that which is available to

Abstract
Mara Derrett’s healthcare career began
as a medical secretary and pharmacy
dispenser. She became an occupational
therapy technical instructor and served
for 10 years in wheeled mobility. Mara
identified a need for electrically powered
mobility in Latvia, sourcing and supplying
equipment and training. She became
training lead within her NHS Trust and
implemented Oracle Learning
Management, the National Learning
Management System, and became its
regional group chair. After obtaining a
degree in leadership and management,
she became development manager of
the Hazard House multiagency social
enterprise. Her strong passion for
wheeled mobility continues in a
voluntary capacity.

The Development and Use of E-Learning
in Healthcare
Mara Derrett
General Partner, Seafood Cottage Limited Partnership
Email: rehabilitation@gospelmessenger.org

with another 40 watching on large screens in twolocations. The recording of the event is still availablehttp://goo.gl/nkwFTS but please note that thespeaker images are not available, only the PowerPointslides and the speaker commentary.Following the success of the event, HDTI and RESMaG
are developing a full CPD programme which will beannounced shortly. The aim is to offer free events,using sponsorship to cover the costs. Positive initialdiscussions have taken place with a number ofpotential sponsors, but I would be pleased to hearfrom any organisation that would like to sponsor asingle event.
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play on a website, can simply have its URL enteredinto NLMS so that an organisation’s learners canaccess the e-learning content through NLMS withoutbeing aware of its actual location on the internet.Commercially there are numerous e-learningproviders out there who are all clamouring for ourbusiness. However, the following points should beconsidered when selecting an e-learning platform andcontent provider. The real advantage of implementinga platform like NLMS is that national content isreviewed and updated centrally as and whennecessary, to maintain compliance with currentlegislation and best practice. By contrast, even thosestandalone systems which are equipped withexpensive maintenance contracts may becomeworthless and, in the event of a standalone providerfacing liquidation, clients may lose their e-learningcontent, training compliance reports, andadministration records. Organisations that choose topurchase client software, e-learning content files, andeditorial content access in order to take onresponsibility for reviewing and updating their own e-learning content can find that it places anunmanageable strain on their training resources.

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) within local healthcaretrusts are able to make valuable contributions to theproduction of new national content, or to update andmake existing content comply with new legislation. Inthe case of the large NLMS platform, learningadministrators access the system via chip and pinSmartcards. Where possible, this is the best form ofaccess for all learners too. However, it does requirelearners to use their employers’ computers equippedwith the relevant Smartcard readers and secure NHSN3 network to access the live system.

A strong point in favour of using workplace computersfor e-learning is that they are usually maintained by ITteams who can ensure that the essential software isinstalled, e.g. the correct version of Java, Adobe FlashPlayer, Shockwave Player, and Acrobat Reader. On thoserare occasions that such work has been neglected, thelearner could be forgiven for thinking that computersuites have barred windows to prevent them fromleaving, as well as to prevent thieves from entering!An alternative method of access for the learner isremote access. This enables the learner to access fromoutside of their NHS organisation, e.g. from home. If alearner does choose to use remote access, they shouldbe made aware of the technical requirements neededfor their PC to ensure a successful learningexperience. In cases where a username or password isforgotten by the learner they can, when back at work,utilise the ‘Forgotten Username/Password’functionality to request a reminder or reset theirpassword, and therefore do not have to rely onintervention by the learning administrator.
Cost SavingsTo provide a general idea of the financial incentive forimplementing e-learning, consider an organisationwith 1,000 staff, all of whom have to complete 12courses per year, making a total of 12,000 courses. At£30 per instructor led course, this equals £360,000.By delivering two-thirds of these by e-learning, a£240,000 saving is achieved per annum! In manysubject areas it’s possible to exclusively use e-learningand thereby reduce training costs still further.An important factor to take into account is thattraining delivered by e-learning is still training, andmust therefore be undertaken in an environmentconducive to learning (such as an IT suite), andgenerally be allocated the same amount of time tocomplete as a classroom based instructor-led course.On average, a statutory/mandatory e-learning coursemay take 1.5 hours to complete. Some basic coursestake 30 minutes to complete, whereas some advancedcourses take 3 hours to complete. 
Other BenefitsThere are many other benefits to using well-administered e-learning. Learning administrators cansee and report on how long each learner has spent oneach module of each course; therefore, learnersshould be aware that attempting to skip to the end isnot advisable, especially as most assessments comewith a moderately high minimum pass/fail threshold!Once passed, many NLMS courses trigger a nationalcompetency with an appropriate renewal period that

Mara Derrett (right) delivering e-learning tuition
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is entered in the learner’s electronic staff record(ESR). ESRs are portable, meaning they transfer toanother NHS organisation when changing employer.This prevents the unnecessary duplication of training,and saves precious time and money – not to mentionlosing the will to live after having to complete firetraining for the third time in 12 months!After completing their e-learning, delegates can log-inagain for a quick refresher whenever they need to,without the need for forests to be stripped of theirtrees to produce masses of hand-outs that so quicklybecome obsolete.As e-learning platforms have been developed tobecome more stable and with increased functionality,the learning experience has likewise been enhanced.People have differing learning styles; therefore, inaddition to alternating e-learning with instructor-ledtraining, it’s useful to include a range of multimediacontent when producing e-learning courses. For thisreason, it’s helpful if the computers used for e-learning are equipped with sound cards andheadphones for learners to use.In terms of inclusive learning, e-learning can be an

excellent alternative for people with a specificlearning difficulty, such as dyslexia, where additionalstudy time may be required to process theinformation presented. Learners who have beenassessed and diagnosed with dyslexia can accessspecialist accessibility software through Access toWork. The software can be loaded onto workplacecomputers used for e-learning and enables the learnerto customise the appearance of the screen, e.g. with aspecific coloured overlay for readability. Some NLMSe-learning content, e.g. equality and diversity, has anaccessible version which is essentially a PDFdocument that can be read aloud to the learner by thecomputer software.Love it or loathe it, all things considered, e-learningcertainly has much to offer, and can deliver morelearning to large workforces at a fraction of the cost oftraditional teaching methods.
ReferenceNHS Electronic Staff Record. (2013) A Case Study from
Derbyshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust. [online]Available at: www.electronicstaffrecord.nhs.uk,accessed 12/09/2013.
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We have delivered postural managementcourses in the UK for many years andhave trained over 2000 allied healthprofessionals (AHP) in this time. We havefocussed on twenty-four hour posturalmanagement to promote effective positioningand improved function for young people withneurological impairment. The course materialsand activities relate particularly to theInternational Classification of Functioning,Disability and Health (WHO, 2001), nationalguidance (Gericke, 2006), and research carriedout by Terry Pountney and her colleagues atChailey Heritage Clinical Services in the UK(Pountney, et al., 2009). 
E-learning
benefitsThe delivery ofhealth care isconcerned withquality andaccountability.There is a demandon healthcareprofessionals tocritically reviewtheir skills andknowledge and tokeep up to datewith changes in practice. Continuing ProfessionalDevelopment (CPD) is central to this process.In recent years, training budgets in the UK havebecome more tightly constrained, andprofessionals have found it increasingly difficultto incorporate the growing number of relevantcourses and conferences into a hectic clinicalschedule. It can also be difficult to put intopractice new skills developed at conference orat a specific training event. E-learning can help to address some of theseissues because it offers unique opportunities to:

• Study at a suitable time • Vary length of study time depending onpersonal circumstances• Reinforce study as part of an on-going learningprogramme• Provide training which would otherwise nothave been accessible (in terms of cost orlocation)• Implement changes to the material withimmediate effect.Significant work on this project was started in2008, with support from City University inBirmingham who provided some projectmanagement and technical support. We wereable to obtain a grant as part of a local ‘Businessby Design’ programme, funded by the EuropeanRegional Development Fund. Firstly, we decided the scope of the first e-learning module would be the use of of anoutcome measure that can be used to analyseand record postural ability. This forms animportant part of our two-day course onpostural management, but delegates often findit helpful to have a follow-up session once theyhave used the measure in practice.Our second key decision was the platform thatwould be best suited to deliver the content. Wefelt that a web page (html) based tool would bethe most appropriate for the following reasons:• Content could be used online and offline• Easy to update• Consultants easily available if required• Supports multi-media• Can be used on many devices• Easy to link to other content and modules inthe future.Using a format that the learner accesses throughthe web-browser on their device means that:• It is naturally suited to distance learning• Users can bookmark key parts with theirbrowser
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DEVELOPING E-LEARNING: BENEFITS, PROBLEMS AND REFLECTIONS

Abstract
New media and electronic-based
learning provide significant opportunities
for more flexible learning. The social web
provides opportunities to reinforce
existing professional networks and
create new ones. This article aims to
summarise how we developed an
electronic learning (e-learning) module,
and how social media could be
incorporated in the future.
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• They can start and stop as required.The e-learning module was presented in a linearfashion, similar to the chapters of a book, so that, asknowledge is absorbed, new skills can be practised. Acore element of the module was the use of assessmentvideos that were viewed by the user and thenanalysed.To begin with the student was able to observe theprocess, and then gradually become more activelyinvolved as the sessions progressed. They were finallyable to complete an assessment online, withoutprompts or direction and, providing a certainstandard was met, a certificate of competency couldbe downloaded as a record of achievement.
Problems As an independent provider of learning in clinicalpractice, we were not affiliated with a university, andtherefore had to develop this e-learning module onour own. As we had not done so before, we outsourcedsupport for specific technical aspects of the process. The key challenges were:• Keeping the number of stakeholders to a minimum• Appointing a content editor to take final decisions onthe material content• Controlling the changes and updates of the material,as in editing a book • Having a clear vision and focus on the content• Planning, planning and more planning• Finding an external developer or consultant who canmeet your expectations. A word of advice – be verycareful in the selection process. And some further, important considerations:• Choosing the platform or device that will be used toaccess the material• Choosing the delivery mechanism• Permissions, possibly even ethical approval, for anyconfidential or sensitive material to be used• Start simple.The tool was piloted with the help of a small numberof clinicians to help us identify and then reduce thesnags in the programme, and the tool was then madeavailable as an additional learning opportunity to anycourse participant. One of our key constraints was that the IT policy ofmany National Health Service Trusts, where the vastmajority of our audience worked, is often significantlyrestricted (often for good reason). Our alternative,delivery by CD, was also problematic as the encryption

software we used to protect the data often requiredadministrator privileges on the computer where itwas to be used.
ReflectionsIt is always easier to develop this type of technologythe second time around. The process is not difficultand the result provides significant benefits forlearners. Technology has changed significantly sincewe developed this module. There are now many moreplatforms for e-learning material, including: web-based applications, static websites, e-books, podcasts,YouTube, blogs, and platform-specific apps (smartphones etc.). These systems are easy to use, and oftenhave a Word-like interface to use on the desktop.The key development that could have a benefit in thismode of learning is the use of social media, whichenables users to share practice and learn from eachother. This could now be embraced to develop learnerand professional networks.
ConclusionModules are not difficult to develop, though theirsuccess depends upon careful planning and decision-making, with a clear vision of the scope of the project.Although the opportunities offered in this e-learningformat are obvious and are sympathetic to theprinciples of CPD, we were surprised to find few e-learning options currently available from professionalorganisations.E-learning can provide significant flexibility to AHPs,and increased availability of these resources offersclear benefits for clients, professionals, and theorganisations to which they belong.
ReferencesGericke, T., 2006. Postural management for childrenwith cerebral palsy: consensus statement.
Developmental Medicine and Child Neurology, Volume48, p. 244.Pountney, T. E., Mandy, A., Green, E. & Gard, P.R., 2009.Hip subluxation and dislocation in cerebral palsy – aprospective study on the effectiveness of posturalmanagement programmes. Physiotherapy Research
International, 14(2), pp. 116-127. doi:10.1002/pri.434WHO, 2001. International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health, Geneva: World HealthOrganisation.



There is a very great deal of posturemanagement, mobility, and otherequipment in the community being usedby children with specific clinical needs as aresult of an underlying condition and, sadly, wecan only expect the numbers to increase. It isvital that this equipment is correctly managed ifit is to perform safely to its best potential, andcontribute to the best possible quality of life.All such pieces of equipment carry a CE Mark(CE stands for Conformité Européenne) that,amongst other things, identifies them as Class 1Medical Devices. The Medicines and Healthcareproducts Regulatory Agency (MHRA) providesguidelines on howthis equipmentshould be treated,looked after, and –importantly – whois responsible forthis care.We have recognisedthat a great deal ofpoorly used time isdelaying the propercare andmaintenance ofpaediatricequipment, often atthe expense of itsefficacy. It is worthconsidering thatthe ‘simple’ fix – i.e.calling amanufacturer’srepresentative todeal with an issuewhen it arises – is often neither the mostefficient resolution nor indeed the ‘correct’ path.Whilst it’s true that the representative mayindeed be able to resolve the issue, theresponsibility for it often lies elsewhere, asidentified by the MHRA. Further, many problems

could be prevented if only there were a greaterunderstanding of who should be doing whatwhen it comes to care and maintenance of thesedevices. This is not to say that manufacturerswant to distance themselves from theircommunity based equipment, just that theywould like the equipment to be used asefficiently and appropriately as possible. Perhaps the most common result of ad-hocapproaches to equipment is that smalldiscrepancies creep in, inevitably leading tocompromises in how well and safely theequipment can function. For example, smalladjustments or maintenance issues that can andshould be dealt with by carers may be put offuntil a company representative can visit. Diaryand geographical constraints mean that thisvisit may not take place for many weeks! Is itacceptable that a piece of equipment is removedfrom use – or worse, remains in service – when,with a little training and empowerment, thecarer can identify and correct an issue as soonas the problem is noticed?
Roles and responsibilitiesThe MHRA outlines clear and precise steps andmeasures which are specifically aimed at Class 1Medical Devices. They detail what should bedone and by whom, clearly defining theresponsibilities of manufacturers, healthcareprofessionals, and carers. Adoption of thesepolicies will inevitably lead to a redistribution ofworkload in order to appropriately assignresponsibilities, and to address the fact thatliability rests with whomever fails to upholdtheir responsibilities. The point to beconsidered above and beyond that is that theequipment will do its job to a higher standard,more safely, and for longer!The pertinent information is available on theMHRA website, with the most relevantdocuments being: Managing Medical Devices
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MANAGING CHILDREN’S EQUIPMENT

Abstract
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understanding regarding what is involved
and where responsibility lies. The
application of a systematic approach,
recognising who is responsible for what,
and based on the frameworks and
parameters laid down in existing
legislation, ensures this equipment will
continue to perform safely and to the
best of its potential. This article
describes a training programme that has
been developed, that outlines where
responsibilities lie throughout the
process of device management, and
where further information on specific
products and processes can be found.
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(2006) and Devices in Practice (2008, 2011). Thesedeal with all aspects of managing the devicesincluding prescription advice, record keeping,acceptance checks, training for end users/carers,routine maintenance by users/carers, plannedpreventative maintenance, and legal liabilities. 
Training in the management of medical devicesA systematic approach to the management of this typeof equipment would dramatically improve its ongoingsafety, functionality, and performance – and there arerecommended systems to do just this. However, theMHRA documents are lengthy, and the relevantinformation is not contained within a single chapteraimed specifically at individual needs.A training programme has therefore been developedin which only the relevant information from theMHRA documents is included, outlining whereresponsibilities lie throughout the process of devicemanagement, and showing where further informationon specific products and processes can be found.Although this training programme – StructuredTraining in the Management of Medical Devices –Posturally Supportive Equipment for Children – hasbeen developed by one manufacturer of equipment, itis NOT a training programme on how to work withonly their equipment. The information containedwithin the programme can be applied to anymanufacturer’s equipment.The programme is endorsed by the College ofOccupational Therapists and has receivedaccreditation from The City & Guilds of LondonInstitute. The former ensures that the ‘course contentis of value and interest to occupational therapistsworking in paediatrics, or responsible for theprovision of specialist paediatric equipment in thecommunity’, and contributes towards CPD. The latter

affords successful delegates with formally recognisedcertification from a world leading vocational trainingorganisation. The course itself is broken into three stand-aloneblocks: Mechanical, Technical, and Clinical. Each blockcomes with CPD and certification upon successfulcompletion. The blocks can be taken in any order and,indeed, you may attend as many or as few asnecessary. Each block is comprised of four units, witheach unit containing presentation, practical,discussion, and assessment components.As an example, the four units of Block 1 Mechanicalare: Cleaning, Care & Maintenance, Servicing, andAssembly.i. The Cleaning unit deals with how the equipment –as a medical device – should be cleaned before anymajor work such as servicing or re-issuing isundertaken. Indeed, there are implications to beconsidered with regard to cleaning well before that:‘The ability of any reusable medical device to bereadily decontaminated should be considered prior tothe purchase of that device.’ (MHRA, 2006) So, doesthis have an impact on whether we select devices withfixed or removable soft furnishings?ii. The Care & Maintenance unit discusses theimportance of the creation of a schedule to deal withdaily, weekly and monthly considerations such ascleaning, checking, and maintenance of the device.Although this work, according to the MHRA, is theresponsibility of the user/carer, the creation of thisschedule is the responsibility of the healthcareprofessional/prescribing therapist, and themanufacturer is responsible for providing clearinstructions for use (IFUs) that provide the baselineinformation for this schedule. The MHRA states that,‘Health and social care professionals are personallyaccountable for ensuring that service users and carershave appropriate training in the use and maintenanceof the device provided.’ (MHRA, 2008 [2011 webversion])iii. The Service unit covers what is involved inservicing, and the importance of followingmanufacturers’ recommendations. ‘The frequency ofservicing should be based on the manufacturer’srecommendations: otherwise the provider will carryincreased liability in any subsequent litigation.’(MHRA, 2006)iv. Assembly deals with identification of parts andaccessories when equipment is, for example, preparedfor re-issue. 

Editor’s comment:In addition to the paediatric population referredto in this article, there are many adults withcomplex disabilities who have medical devices(standing frames, lying supports, and someseating and wheelchairs). Although adjustmentsto their equipment may not be needed due togrowth (except for changes in weight), there arestill changes in presentation that need to beaccommodated, and the responsibilities of therelevant people need to be recognised.Therefore, similar courses related to workingwith adults would be welcomed.



The Graduate Diploma in RehabilitationEngineering at Coventry University was atwo year part-time course to supportparticipants to gain entry onto the VoluntaryRegister of Clinical Technologists (VRCT). Eachparticipant needed to be in full-timeemployment and be registered with theInstitute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine(IPEM) clinical technologists training scheme. In the first year, the students attended lectures atCoventry University in five one-week teaching

blocks. All the coursework and studying wereconducted from home or work (each studentagreed a plan with his/her line manager). In thesecond year, each student pursued a mainproject, much like a dissertation, which was thenpresented at Coventry University in April 2012. Students also had to maintain a portfolio oftraining and experience during the two years;this was submitted for marking to CoventryUniversity in December 2012. Each student thenparticipated in a viva with an IPEM externalmoderator and independent assessor and,provided a pass grade was obtained, the studentcould then be recommended to the ClinicalTechnologists Education and Training Panel(CTETP) board of IPEM. Once the student wasapproved by CTETP, it was then possible toregister with the VRCT. Of the seven who started, five completed thecourse in December 2012: Scott Baker, CraigEgglestone, Nicola Haines, Paul Harrington, andme. Paul and I attended the graduationceremony at Coventry Cathedral in April 2013,with Craig and Scott recently attending theNovember ceremony.
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MANAGING CHILDREN’S EQUIPMENT / GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN REHABILITATION ENGINEERING

Graduate Diploma in Rehabilitation Engineering
at Coventry University – December 2010 intake
Kate Jones
Rehabilitation Engineer, Artificial Limb and Appliance Service, Rookwood Hospital, Cardiff
Email: Kate.Jones10@wales.nhs.uk

Block 2 – Technical: Measurement, Adjustment,Problem Solving, and Recycling & Re-issue
Block 3 – Clinical: Posture – Seating, Posture –Standing, Assessment, and ReviewThe aim of the programme is to demonstrate that, byknowing where to look for information and advice, byknowing how to implement it, and by adopting the useof standardised processes and protocols, allequipment, regardless of source, can be moreeffectively and safely managed in line with the

recommendations and guidelines of the MHRA.
ReferencesMHRA, 2006. Managing Medical Devices – DB 2006(05). [Online] Available at: http://goo.gl/MyKB06[Accessed October 2013].MHRA, 2008 (2011 web version). Devices in practice –
a guide for health and social care professionals.[Online] Available at: http://goo.gl/dsw6nT [AccessedOctober 2013].

Graduates Paul Harrington and Kate Jones; centre is
Simon Fielden (Director, HDTI, Coventry University).
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN REHABILITATION ENGINEERING / TRAINEE TO TRAINER

It is clear from working in the field of posturemanagement that there are a number ofdifferent approaches to working withindividuals within this area of expertise. It is notsuggested that one approach is better thananother but my aim is simply to share theapproach taught in Oxford. I thought it best tostart by sharing my journey so far. At the age of 15 my mind was opened to theworld of disability when my sister sustained aspinal cord injury. Occupational Therapy to mewas a natural career path. At university myinterests lay in physical disability placements,perhaps influenced by my earlier experiences. Itis little surprise to me, 10 years after leavinguniversity, to find that I have specialised andwork in the field of posture management for themost complex, physically disabled individuals.So how did I get here? After graduating, I had a variety of jobs which,

regardless of specialism, involved working withphysically disabled children and adults. As Igained experience, I became increasinglyinterested in furthering my knowledge andexperience of posture management, with littleawareness of what this actually meant inpractice. In 2008 I attendedthe short course inPostureManagement forAdults and Childrenwith ComplexDisabilities inOxford. With myappetite for thesubject whetted bythe inspiring tutors,18 months on I started the postgraduatecertificate in the same subject. On completion ofthe course I was well and truly hooked. The

Abstract
This article describes the author’s
journey from trainee to trainer whilst
working within the field of posture
management. It discusses the approach
used within her clinical setting and
taught on the postgraduate courses run
by the same department.

Trainee to Trainer
Rebecca Oakes BSc (Hons) PGCert
Occupational Therapist, Specialist Disability Service, Oxford
Email: Rebecca.oakes@ouh.nhs.uk

The graduate diploma is no longer running. However agraduate certificate is running for the academic year2013/14 aimed at those currently working in assistivetechnology and rehabilitation engineering servicesand who require registration with the VRCT. It meetsthe academic requirements of the VRCT, and studentswho successfully complete the course will then needto demonstrate that they have met the practicalcompetencies for VRCT registration through a workbased training programme. This will be the last yearof the graduate certificate.There is also a BSc in rehabilitation engineering withCoventry University, and it currently has third andfourth year cohorts. The fourth year students have juststarted one-year placements at a range of services.I thoroughly enjoyed working on the graduate diploma.It gave me the necessary tools to become confident inmy area of expertise; through it I also metprofessionals in rehabilitation engineering from acrossthe country learning about different types of servicestructure and delivery. I am now registered on the

VRCT and am proud to have completed an intensiveand challenging training programme to become aregistered rehabilitation engineering professional.

Graduates Craig Egglestone and Scott Baker.
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approach made sense to me, and I began to use it ineveryday practice; a posture geek! In 2012 I joined the Specialist Disability Serviceclinical staff in Oxford, within which members of theteaching team work. I joined as a clinician, but thenstarted to support small parts of the course alongsidemy clinical role, e.g. helping with the clientassessments: to find myself working with the tutorswho had inspired me was daunting! Two years afterstarting in the clinical team, I am now part of theteaching team delivering the posture managementcourses, and also studying for a postgraduatecertificate in higher professional education. There are two courses on posture management taughtin Oxford: the short course is a four-day introduction;the long course lasts a year, successful completion ofwhich achieves 60 CATS points at Oxford BrookesUniversity. This is equivalent to a postgraduatecertificate, and can be used towards completion of anMSc. The field of 24-hour posture management is vast , andthe courses are not designed to teach you everythingyou need to know; rather they teach a methodologywhich can be applied to any given clinical situation. Itwas originally developed by Pauline Pope in her workas a physiotherapist at the Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability, and was developed further during her timein Oxford at the Specialist Disability Service. Theapproach of the courses is to explore the relevantbackground theory of posture, movement andbiomechanics, to practise the assessment techniques,and to share the in-depth assessment form used toinform decision-making. The aim is to enable studentsto start carrying out the assessments in their places ofwork and to develop their clinical reasoning aroundthe subject. The long course allows students toexplore the key concepts in significantly more detailbut with the expectation that they will be using theapproach routinely in their daily clinical practice. Thelong course also contains extended learning in neuro-anatomy, evidence-based healthcare, critical appraisal,and custom contoured seating. 

In the main, the courses are very practical. The aim isto share clinically relevant skills of assessment andclinical reasoning, enabling the students to assess andprovide appropriate 24-hour posture managementsolutions. The assessment used and taught by the teamin Oxford encompasses sitting, lying, standing, and anyother position adopted over 24 hours. It does notconsider any one area in isolation. This approachenables the identification of ‘critical measures’ which,if not accommodated, will have an impact on theindividual’s position in any piece of equipment. Theassessment considers the whole person, taking intoaccount medical, functional, social, environmental, andphysical needs. It provides clinicians with the tools toquestion their practice, improve services, and meet theneeds of this complex client group holistically.Adopting this assessment approach can beoverwhelming: there is a lot of new learning involved.For some students this sparks the flame, stimulatingenthusiasm to implement the approach. The coursescannot teach you everything you need to know, andcannot impart all the knowledge and experiencerequired to become an expert. However, regular use ofthe assessment, and motivation to develop clinicalskills and services, will start the journey. When thinking about the development of my role from‘trainee to trainer’ I considered what attributes maybe required:• Enthusiasm• Desire to learn more• Motivation to put new theory into practice• Not scared to try new things• Learn by doing – from what worked and what didn’t • Hard work!All these attributes are applicable to both the traineeand trainer. As a trainer, in my clinical role I see manydifferent complex patients and learn new or differentthings, developing my skills and broadening myexperiences. With this in mind, it could be argued thatwe are all trainees throughout our clinical journeys;some are further along the road than others and cantherefore share more experiences to develop andimprove clinical skills and services. 



 

Custom Contoured 
Seating (one day) 
Suitable for past participants 
of either of the posture 
courses, this course focusses 
on the provision of custom 
contoured seating, not only for  
wheelchairs, but also for 
armchairs and toilet seats / 
shower chairs.  The theory of 
custom seating is presented, 
followed by hands-on practise 
with casting bags, finishing 
with a live cast of a patient 
and the clinical reasoning 
associated with the provision 
of equipment. 
Cost £130 
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Extended Practice  
(one day) 
Suitable for past participants 
of either of the posture 
courses, this one day course 
is provided to allow 
practitioners to refresh their 
knowledge and use of the 
assessment form, and to 
develop their clinical 
reasoning skills further in 
posture management.  A live 
assessment is carried out with 
a patient to facilitate student 
learning. 
Cost £130 
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All courses are suitable for 
occupational therapists, 
physiotherapists, nurses, 
rehabilitation engineers, 
clinical scientists, 
manufacturers and company 
representatives.  The 4-day 
course is also suitable for 
therapy assistants. 

Oxford University Hospitals
NHS Trust



Background The Welsh Government funded this projectthrough a rural health initiative grant inrecognition of the need to support patients insome of the remotest parts of the UK to accesshealthcare in a timely and appropriate manner.Further funding was supplied by the healthboard’s charitable fund, and the clinicalprogramme group has provided projectmanagement support. In North Wales there arethree district general hospitals. The map belowshows their location and also gives an indicationof the significant distance a patient may have totravel to attend one of the hospitals. There areno motorways in North Wales and the only dualcarriageway runs across the North Wales coast;journey times are therefore significant.

Video conferencing in the health board is notnew, and is widely used to avoid travel and theassociated costs of fuel and time. It has longbeen used in health care settings in thedeveloped and developing world to reduce theneed for travel. Whilst the distances in NorthWales do not compare to the Australian outback,the impact for patients is still considered to besignificant. Telerehab offers similar benefits forpatients and the healthcare professionalsworking with them.The project was implemented by identifying alead individual to coordinate the installation andtraining in the use of equipment. All associatechiefs of staff and clinical leads were approachedfor expressions of interest and initial projectplans. As this is a pilot project, each servicetaking receipt of equipment was required tosupply information regarding its use. 
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TELEREHAB

Abstract
Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board
serves the whole of North Wales. Whilst
there are some larger towns with good
transport links, other areas are
extremely remote, with patients facing
journeys of hours to reach their nearest
district general hospital. Telerehab offers
an opportunity for patients to avoid
making some of those journeys. It uses
encrypted, secure video conferencing
technology to link patients either from
their own home, school, GP practice, or
local hospital with their healthcare
professional. This is a pilot project
working with different clinical specialities
including wheelchair services, palliative
care, multiple sclerosis services, minor
injuries units, and various medical
specialities.

TELEREHAB – USING VIDEO CONFERENCING
TECHNOLOGY TO LINK PATIENTS IN REMOTE AREAS
WITH HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
Nesta McCluskey
Interim Assistant Clinical Lead Operations Physiotherapy, Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board
Email: Nesta.mccluskey@wales.nhs.uk

Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board (BCUHB) geographical area.
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Aims The aims of the project were to:• Create a secure link between a patient at home,school or local health setting and a healthcareprofessional, allowing face to face contact• Reduce the need for travel for healthcareprofessionals (resulting in savings in terms of cost andtime)• Reduce travel for patients (facilitating attendance ata clinic and resulting in a reduction in non-emergencypatient transport requirements)• Demonstrate that telerehab is a cost-effective anduser-friendly solution to the problems of longjourneys for sometimes very unwell patients to seehealthcare professionals, plus the loss of capacityincurred by healthcare professionals as a result of thetime taken driving long distances to see patients andattend meetings.
Process The clinical director of medical physics, NigelShapcott, worked with the rural health initiative grantboard to secure the investment in hardware. A projectmanager was appointed, links were secured with IT,and technical representation was identified to assistwith installation. Members of senior managementwere informed and the project manager travelledextensively to demonstrate the technology in a varietyof settings including community hospitals, patients’homes, and GP practices. Recipients of telerehabcommitted to collecting and sharing data regarding itsuse and impact, and agreed that unused equipmentwould be returned.47 telerehab installations have been completed withtraining and post-installation checks put in place. TheCodian – a secure server sited in NHS WalesInformatics Service (NWIS) which acts as a gatewayallowing encrypted transmission between the intranetand the internet – has 20 channels, 10 of which areallocated to specific services, for example, palliativecare, MS, and posture and mobility services.GP practices use a network which is different fromthat used by the health boards in Wales and, therefore,installation in these settings required a specific IPaddress. GP practices cannot receive calls due to thestructure of the firewalls, but this can be overcomethrough clear communication, and by the GP initiatingthe conference.The IT support from NWIS has been invaluable,offering technical guidance to adjust band width andother settings as required.Data is requested on a monthly basis for collation in

an overarching spreadsheet. Some services are still inthe trial phase of ensuring confidence in the use of theequipment before using it with patients.Three different set up configurations are available:• a trolley based system, useful for a ward or clinicsetting• a shoulder bag system allowing portability betweenhomes, offices, etc.• a ‘lite’ version where the software is uploaded ontoan existing health board laptop and the necessaryhardware (headset, speaker, and webcam) is supplied.

Outcomes • Impact upon patients – A palliative care patient hasbeen loaned equipment to use from home to contact herMacmillan nurse; telerehab allows the nurse to see thepatient and her wounds, and offer face to face supportwithout the 96 mile journey. A bed bound patient withMS interacted with his consultant in the district generalhospital without the stress of an ambulance journey.This saved the patient pain and discomfort, and savedtime and money for the health board. • Travel for staff – The community mental health

TeleRehab configurations.
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team saved 12 hours of travel time in their first monthof using telerehab. The Macmillan nurses saved over10 hours of travel time in a month by being able toremotely access patients in their homes and also byattending meetings remotely.• Travel for patients – A gastroenterologist trialled aremote clinic which would have required patients totravel over 50 miles each way. The success of the clinichas resulted in future clinics being planned. Linkingemergency departments and minor injuries units(MIUs) cuts down the need for patients to travel, butalso allows for patients to travel when the local MIUstaff have been unsure.• Organisation – An MIU in North Wales has beenkept open partly as a result of a consultant being ableto offer support to more junior members of staff viatelerehab. Using telerehab not only allows patients tosee their professionals but also allows professionals tointeract with each other. The renal service covers thewhole of North Wales and part of mid Wales – a vastarea. The lead renal nurse now has telerehab on herlaptop, which links her with staff in 4 different renalunits without wasting time on the road.• Facilitation of joint working – Telerehab facilitatesmultidisciplinary working by allowing clinicians ondifferent sites to be present at an assessment. Theposture and mobility service (P&MS) is trialling itsuse to allow children and clinicians in a school to link

up remotely to the P&MS wheelchair specialists inWrexham or Llanfairfechan. 
Summary The aim of telerehab is to link patients andprofessionals in an encrypted, secure, face to faceinteraction without the need for travel. We haveachieved this through the installation of videoconferencing technology onto laptops and distributingthem to key locations and services within the healthboard. By using a Codian, we have enabled secure andencrypted video conferencing between patients’homes and hospital settings (i.e. a secure link betweenthe intranet and the internet).Still in our pilot phase, we have installed 42 laptopsand further software installations on individuallaptops. Although the technology is simple, technicalsupport has been at hand to assist as required.The outcomes have included a reduction in travel timeand expense for both patients and staff; theconvenience for patients of having face to face contactwith clinicians from their homes; the convenience forprofessionals to liaise and to attend professionalmeetings without travelling the vast distancesbetween locations within the health board.
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PROTOCOL FOR STRAPS AND HARNESSES

Belts, straps and harnesses, as we all know,can be invaluable devices to assist in themanagement of posture in wheelchairs,and the use of such devices is frequentlywelcomed by both wheelchair users and theirsupport teams. This equipment, which helpsprovide stability and can limit slipping andtipping in people with poor independentpostural control, may, however, also limit activemovement.The need to review and clarify our practice inrelation to provision of belts, straps andharnesses arose from the growing number ofreferrals to our postural management servicewhich included a request specifically for thistype of equipment. Often the referral centred onmanaging the risks associated with activemovement rather than the management ofposture, and gave rise to concern regarding thequestion of restraint. A retrospective review ofreferrals suggested that this was particularlyrelevant in relation to individuals withdementia, learning disability and/or challengingbehaviour, and this prompted a small group oftherapists and bioengineers at the SoutheastMobility and Rehabilitation Technology(SMART) Centre in Edinburgh to formulate aprotocol for the provision of straps andharnesses to wheelchair occupants.Often forceful or vigorous movements, or moresubtle behaviour such as removal of feet fromfootplates, can give rise to serious concernsabout the occupant’s safety, or that of someoneelse, and direct intervention may be justified.However these individuals often have cognitiveor/and communicative impairment and so arenot able to give informed consent to the use ofsuch equipment. Our aim in developing a moreformal procedure was to ensure that we werealways delivering our service ethically and inaccordance with the law. The goal was toprovide a practice framework which wassystematic, transparent and consistent.

Legal BackgroundOur first task was to try to understand the law alittle better, and a literature review wasundertaken.The fundamental legal basis relevant to the useof physical restraint is the European Conventionon Human Rights (ECHR) which impacts on alllaw and legislation in Council of Europemember states. The Human Rights Act 1998formalises this by requiring all UK courts tointerpret the law in accordance with the ECHR.In Scotland we are also subject to legislationpassed by the Scottish Parliament, including theAdults with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000.The ECHR comprises a number of Articles and anumber ofProtocols. Articles2 to 18 set out themain rights andfreedoms requiredunder theconvention. Thefollowing is asummary of thearticles that couldbe considered bythe courts asrelevant to theissue of restraint,with somecommentary andguidance fromother sources. Eventhough most of thisguidance waswritten for Scotland, we hope that readersacross the UK and beyond will find it helpsinterpretation.
ARTICLE 3‘No one shall be subjected to torture or toinhuman or degrading treatment orpunishment.’The Mental Welfare Commission for Scotland

Abstract
The need to develop a best practice
framework for the provision of straps
and harnesses arose from an increasing
number of referrals to our service
specifically requesting such equipment. 
The dilemma of restraint versus postural
support led to a literature review being
undertaken to help the team understand
relevant law. This then informed our
decision to develop a questionnaire and
guidance document to ensure an
assessment process and a service
delivery which were systematic,
transparent and consistent.

Developing a Protocol for Straps and Harnesses
Lesley Purves Susan Hillman
Occupational Therapist Clinical Scientist
South East Mobility and Rehabilitation Technology (SMART) Centre, Lothian
Email: Lesley.purves@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk
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(2006) advises that ‘poor practice on restraint’ couldfall into the categories of inhumane or degradingtreatment.
ARTICLE 5‘Everyone has the right to liberty and security ofperson.’The article, however, qualifies this by setting out thecircumstances in which a person can lawfully bedeprived of liberty, and these include reasons such aslawful imprisonment, and detention for the purposesof preventing the spread of infectious diseases. Lawfuldetention of ‘persons of unsound mind’ is also listedas an exception. It is interesting to consider thedifference between the word ‘detention’, which is usedin the article, and ‘restraint’ which is not. The MentalWelfare Commission for Scotland (2006) helps outwith this by saying that ‘The difference betweenrestraint and detention is a matter of degree. There isno difference in the nature or substance of thecontrols. The law says restraint is a restriction onsomeone’s liberty and detention is deprivation ofliberty. Regular and consistent restraint may amountto detention.’The exception for persons of unsound mind in Article5, however, does not automatically permit the use ofrestraint on individuals with incapacity. The MentalWelfare Commission for Scotland (2006) advises that,‘If restraint could constitute ‘detention’, those involvedshould seek legal authority for the detention, undereither the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) Act orthe Adults with Incapacity Act. Reliance on commonlaw powers is unlikely to satisfy the ECHRrequirements of due process.’Article 5 is also considered by the ScottishGovernment in its Code of Practice (CoP) on theAdults with Incapacity Act (Scottish Government,2000).This document is intended for local authoritiesproviding community care services, and advises thatwhether an intervention amounts to a deprivation ofliberty or not ‘will depend on the circumstances ofeach individual case.’ Furthermore, it goes on to say,‘What amounts to deprivation of liberty depends onthe interaction and accumulation of factors, as well asdegree and intensity, in relation to the specificcircumstances of the individual.’ It therefore appearsthat it is the combination of factors which should beconsidered when assessing whether an individual maybe deprived of his/her liberty. The CoP presents anillustrative list of such factors later in the document.They comprise:• the person’s past and present wishes• access to resources• the extent/nature of limitations on contact

• internal design of physical environment andaccessibility• external physical environment and access• use of restraints• skill and abilities of staff• effect of change in care regimeFrom the wheelchair and seating services perspective,therefore, the most relevant of these is the use ofrestraints. In considering restraints the CoP cites‘limitations on movement such as placing the personin seating or situations from which they do not havethe physical ability to remove themselves/duration ofany limitations’ could be a factor contributing to adeprivation of liberty. The CoP gives an example of theuse of restraint to administer treatment or care, andnotes that such occurrences ‘should be seen as anindicator that a person’s wishes may be being over-ridden, and careful consideration should be given asto whether they are deprived of their liberty.’ It wouldtherefore appear that the provision of equipment forthe purposes of limiting or preventing movementcould be considered as a deprivation of liberty on itsown, or in combination with other factors in theindividual’s life which wheelchair and seating servicesmay not be aware of.
ARTICLE 8This article states that ‘Everyone has the right torespect for his private and family life, his home and hiscorrespondence’, and then goes on to detail thecircumstance under which a public authority mayinterfere with this right which includes when it is inthe interests of public safety. The Mental WelfareCommission for Scotland (2006) suggests that the useof restraint could be challenged under the ‘respect forprivate life’ clause, but also says ‘Article 8 permitsinterference with someone’s autonomy if this is lawfuland necessary for public safety, the protection ofhealth or the protection of others. Any of these mightbe a justification for the use of restraint. Staff shouldtell the person why he or she is being restrained, ifpossible.’
Best PracticeIt was therefore clear to us that people should not bedeprived of their liberty, that they should not besubjected to inhuman or degrading treatment, andthat their private lives should be respected. The use ofpostural management equipment which limitsvolitional movement might be considered to interferewith any of these rights. However, most of theguidance and commentary on the law also concedesthat circumstances do exist where such equipmentcan be employed lawfully. Our next task therefore wasto try to identify current best practice to ensure, to the
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best of our abilities, that equipment would always besupplied and used lawfully.There are a number of bodies and organisations thatpublish advice concerning this. Amongst these wefound the following advice in an Information Sheet onPhysical Interventions for Challenging Behaviourpublished by the Challenging Behaviour Foundation(2008), which is itself derived from the policyguidelines of the British Institute for LearningDisabilities:• Restrictive physical interventions should only beused in the best interests of the person with learningdisabilities• They should only be used in conjunction with otherstrategies to help people learn to behave in non-challenging ways• They should be individualised and subject to regularreview• They should employ minimal force and not causepainImplicit in this is the acknowledgement that suchmeasures may be necessary in some circumstances.We therefore decided that when we receive requestsfor equipment which we consider could be construedas restraint, we should go through a process whichtries to ensure that the above best practice is beingfollowed.
Straps and Harnesses Information RecordIn order to make an informed decision aboutprovision, detailed information is required and is oftennot available at the point of assessment. To ensure thisinformation is available we developed a form to besigned by a registered health professional, andcompleted in consultation with as many other partiesinvolved with the support, care and welfare of thewheelchair user as possible and reasonable. Our aimseeks to achieve good consultation and consensus thatall other avenues to managing the problem have beenexplored. However the responses form an integral partof the assessment with the ultimate decision onprovision being the responsibility of the seating team.The form comprises the following 10 questions andadopts a standard approach to risk assessment toevaluate the need for the intervention being

considered. This approach involves estimating bothlikelihood and severity of potential injury arising fromnot providing the intervention, on a scale of 1 to 5.The form is also accompanied by guidance notesexplaining some of the legal background, as well asnotes on completing the form.
Question 1 It is important that the wheelchair user,and all parties involved with their care, is able tocontribute to this assessment. Please ensure that thepeople listed below are consulted and give theirnames. If they were not consulted in this process,please state why.• Wheelchair user• Proxy• Principal carer• Key worker
Question 2 (see para 4 below) Give the names of anyother people who have contributed to this document,and state their position or relationship to thewheelchair user.
Question 3 Describe the movement/behaviour whichpresents risk.
Question 4 Describe the potential injuries to thewheelchair user and others which may arise from themovement/behaviour.
Question 5 For each injury listed in the answer toquestion 4, state who could be injured, e.g. wheelchairuser, wheelchair attendant, other. State also underwhat circumstances/environment the injury couldoccur, and estimate the likelihood of the injuryoccurring, and the potential severity of the injury. Usethe scores in the Table 1 below.
Question 6 For each injury rated with likelihood of 3or more above, state how many times this hasoccurred in the past six months.
Question 7 Confirm that you have considered thefollowing approaches in the management of the risksidentified in 4 and 5.• Alterations to the wheelchair user’s environment• Changes to the wheelchair user’s routine/activities• Training, education and/or therapy for thewheelchair user

Table 1

       Likelihood            1 Very unlikely            2 Unlikely                   3 Likely                 4 Very likely                5 Certain          Severity           Insignificant injury      Minor injury       Significant injury       Major injury/                 Death                                        (no treatment)    (first aid at home)  (hospital/doctor)          disability
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Question 8 Describe your proposed solution to themanagement of this risk. Include a description ofsupportive strategies as well as details of strapsand/or harnesses.
Question 9 Describe how the wheelchair user willbenefit from the implementation of the proposedstrap(s) and/or harness(es).
Question 10 Describe the system that will be used formonitoring and reviewing the use of the proposedstrap(s) and/or harness(es).
Initial ExperiencesThe form was introduced through a series of trainingevents largely aimed at occupational therapists,physiotherapists and clinical scientists and has beenin use for about one year now. The quality ofresponses varies significantly, and lack of clarity oftenhighlights a situation where restraint is consideredacceptable and would lead our team to take a verycautious approach to intervention. Comprehensiveand well considered responses tend to demonstrate asituation in which provision of equipment forms asmall part of a total strategy.In addition to providing a record to be retained forlegal purposes it has provided the following benefits:

1. It has helped to promote inclusion of all the partiesinvolved with an individual’s care2. It has facilitated discussion about morecomprehensive approaches to the management ofchallenging behaviour3. It has facilitated problem solving amongst the care‘team’4. It has, on occasion, enabled caregivers to considerbehaviour as a means of communicating5. It has helped health care professionals to clarifytheir responsibility in making referrals to our servicewhere previously they may have acted as gatekeeperswithout committing to the referral aim6. It has enabled professional service users (referrers)to clarify best interest for their clients, form a basis fortheir own intervention, and provide cleardocumentation of the decision making process
ReferencesChallenging Behaviour Foundation, 2008. Physical
Interventions for Challenging Behaviour. [online]Available at http://goo.gl/5eOXmO [Accessed 24January 2013]Mental Welfare Commission for Scotland, 2006.Rights, risks and limits to freedomScottish Government, 2000. Adults with Incapacity
(Scotland) Act 2000: Code of Practice: For Local
Authorities Exercising Functions under the 2000 Act

The winners of the Best Free Paper at NTE 2013 were Rosaria E. Caforio& Ian Deumayne Jones for their presentation:
Posture Management in Movement Disorders: A Case StudyWinner of Best Poster was Kate Parker for her poster:

Reliability of Visual Estimation of Angles
Relating to Joint Ranges of Motion in RehabilitationCongratulations to you all and many thanks to everyone who presented at the eventand helped make it such a success.
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NTE 2013 BURSAR REPORT: DYNAMIC SEATING

At PMG’s 2013 National Training Event Ichose to attend the parallel sessionpresented by Dr Tim Adlam from theBath Institute of Medical Engineering (BIME). As a trainee rehabilitation engineer at WestMidlands Rehabilitation Centre (WMRC), I haveseen various clients with extensor spasms, buthave not been greatly involved with the use ofdynamic seating. My prior experience is of aneight year old female who kept breaking thefootplates on her seating system, due to highextensor spasms. The footplates had beenreinforced many times with double steel stems,but the problem persisted. We trialled adynamic seating system but, after a week ofproviding the new seat, the backrest was bentand the footplates had broken; the case isongoing. I was uncertain of the prescriptionguidelines and application of dynamic seatingsystems; therefore I felt it would be very usefulto attend this particular parallel session. From the presentation, I feel that I havebroadened my knowledge of an additionaldynamic seating system with a different seatingprinciple. Unlike conventional dynamic seatingsystems, the presented device allowsindependent movement of the lower limbs andback, whilst stabilising the pelvis. The maindifference is that the torques and maximumangles are set to match that of the client’sextensor spasms which, in this case, reducedtheir intensity and frequency.A case study was presented, based around adynamic seating system on a static base, ratherthan a seating system used for mobility. Eventhough the client was functional, it wasinconclusive from this study whether a dynamicseating system can be beneficial to a client’smobility (Cooper et al 2001). Providing aseating system for passive mobility v

independent mobility requires a differentassessment approach, and different equipment.In addition, environmental conditions, such asthe use of the wheelchair outdoors or indoors,could require different amounts of support fromthe seating system because functionalcapabilities may alter. One of the main learning outcomes highlightedto me was the importance of a multi-disciplinary team to help achieve the optimumsolution for the client. At WMRC I am familiarwith working alongside other relevantprofessionals in theservice, such asconsultants inrehabilitationmedicine andoccupationaltherapists. It wasevident that amajor componentfor the success ofthis case study wasthe inclusion andparticipation ofschool staff whenmaking clinicaldecisions. Thestudy demonstratesthat, withpersistence, time,plus specified andestablished goals generated from a multi-disciplinary team/case conference, an optimumsolution can be achieved. From my priorexperience of prescribing a dynamic seatingsystem, I feel that a holistic approach to includemore local professionals in the initialassessment would help acquire importantinformation, such as the client’s triggers,capabilities, and behavioural patterns. As aconsequence, this valuable input could help

Abstract
Dynamic seating has been a
revolutionary approach to the
management of extensor spasms, but
has had controversial results. The
principle of dynamic seating is to allow
the client to fully extend which is
thought to reduce shear forces on the
cushion and reduce the frequency and
intensity of the spasms.
As a Trainee Rehabilitation Engineer, I
have seen various clients with extensor
spasms, but have not been greatly
involved with the use of dynamic
seating.

Bursar report: dynamic seating for people
with severe extensor spasms
Presenter: Tim Adlam
Head of Mechanical Engineering, Bath Institute of Medical Engineering
Reporting Bursar: Alisha Ramkhelawan 
Trainee Rehabilitation Engineer, West Midlands Rehabilitation Centre
Email: Alisha.Ramkhelawan@bhamcommunity.nhs.uk
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attain better goals and, therefore, a successful seatingsystem (Collins 2008). As a consequence of thispresentation, I feel more confident about organisingcase conferences in future. One of the successful outcomes of this case study wasthat the equipment enabled the client to surpass theoriginal goal (to provide a comfortable seatingsystem), by enabling them to operate a switch, and toallow access to functional movements. During mytraining I have found that, on occasion, either functionor comfort has to be compromised when providingmobility equipment; however this particular case hasshown that a combination of both is possible. 
ConclusionThe case study was part of a dedicated research anddevelopment programme at BIME, with a lot of time,effort and resources (including funding andpersonnel) provided to achieve the successfulsolution. For a local wheelchair service in the currentfinancial climate such resources are impossible todedicate to an individual client. The study requiredthe torques and angles of the client’s joints to becalculated, as well as the patterns of the extensormovements being recorded, in order to set the seatingsystem. If a simpler and more commercial method ofdetermining the required settings can be found, Ithink this could be a breakthrough in the use ofdynamic seating. Results found in this case study were comparable tothose previously found (Cooper et al 2001 andPiccinini 2008), but it is also noted that functionalmovements for mobility would require a higher levelof postural support to provide stability for the client(Lacoste et al 2006). Feedback from the delegates atthe presentation, and those I work with, agreed thatthe benefits of dynamic seating systems arequestionable. The reasons for the reduced intensityand torque of the client’s spasms, as well as the

redirection of the client’s movement to become morefunctional, were thought to be due to learnt behaviourin postural control. When faced with a client withextensor spasms, I feel that I will be more open to trialand utilise equipment which would provide adequatepostural guides, rather than being aggressive, whichmay enable postural control, with the hope ofbecoming more functional.The reported benefits of dynamic seating arecontroversial, therefore it is difficult to formalisepathways when prescribing equipment for clientswith extensor spasms. Informal feedback from thedelegates showed that the success of dynamic seatingsystems varied, as they were used when rigidequipment consistently broke. I have thereforeconcluded that the use of a dynamic seating systemhas to be trialled on a case by case basis. I feel thateach local wheelchair service should record theirclinical outcomes, and submit these on a nationwidedatabase to help gain a better understanding of theclinical application of dynamic seating.
ReferencesCollins, F. (2008). An Essential Guide to ManagingSeated Patients in the Community. British Journal of
Community Nursing, Vol. 13 Issue 3, 45-46Cooper, D. et al (2001). Dynamic Seating Componentsfor the Reduction of Spastic Activity and Enhancementof Function. Seventeenth International Seating
Symposium Seating & Mobility for People with
Disabilities. 1 (1), 22-24.Lacoste, M. Therrien, M et al. (2006). Assessment ofSeated Postural Control in Children: Comparison of aForce Platform versus a Pressure Mapping System.
Archives of Physical Medicine in Rehabilitation. 87 (1),1623-1629.Piccinini, L. Cimolin, V, et al. (2008). Dynamic vs RigidSeat System in Cerebral Palsy: QuantitativeComparison. Daaam International Scientific Book. 2(1), 15-26.
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When I was considering the parallelsessions that I wanted to attend, thewords ‘back support’ and ‘keystone’immediately leapt off the page. When clinicianstalk about achieving a good sitting position,stabilising the pelvis frequently becomes theprimary focus of the assessment, with otheraspects becoming slightly overlooked. This interesting and thought-provokingpresentation reviewed the relationship betweenthe pelvis and the spine from a differentviewpoint. The presenter highlighted thebenefits that good seated posture can have for aclient in terms of functional ability (ability toself propel in the most efficient manner), goodweight distribution to help reduce the risk ofpressure sores, and the positive impact onphysiological systems leading to improvedcomfort and quality of life for the client. Goalsthat I am sure every clinician aspires to achievefor their clients. The presentation provided sensible, logicalreasoning for focusing on the back support, aswithout adequate back support the client has noseating support and therefore no pelvicstability; common sense really, but somethingthat I personally have never really thought of inthis way before.By continuously referring to the pelvic position,in conjunction with the back support, thepresenter did not dismiss current practice, butprovided a different viewpoint of looking at theequipment that the clinician is using to achieveoptimum postural mobility for the client.The use of case studies further illustrated theimportance of providing the correct backsupport, in terms of height, width, depth, andhip angle, emphasising the benefits that goodback support has on seating and posture. It was

refreshing to know that sometimes people getthings wrong with regards to the seatingposition for a client. Admitting this, and goingback to the start, can be the best long-termsolution rather than making do. Possibly for me the most controversial point ofthe presentation was dismissing canvas backsupports in favour of a solid backrest. Thereasoning behind this was clear enough,because canvas backrests are known to sag overtime. This then alters the pelvic position, whichin turn impacts the position of the spine. Theconsequence of this has a direct impact onfunctional ability, pressure distribution, and thephysiological systems of the body, in essenceundoing everything the clinician initially set outto achieve. This left me towonder two things:Firstly, if canvassupports are notrecommended forachieving theoptimal seatingposition, why arethey standardprovision on themajority, if not all,manualwheelchairs?Secondly, although in an ideal world cost shouldnot dictate provision, unfortunately in thiscurrent financial climate cost is always a factor. Iwonder what the cost implication would be foreach wheelchair service if clinicians used solidbackrests when they wanted to achieve optimalseated function for clients, as opposed to acanvas back support? Looking at a costcomparison between solid and canvas backrests

Abstract
This presentation looked at focusing on
the back support in order to achieve good
seated posture and functional ability. This
was discussed using the relationship
between the spine and the pelvis. 
Sensible, logical reasoning was
presented with the use of case studies to
support the use of solid back rests,
rather than canvas to maintain optimal
seated posture.

Bursar report: Back support – Keystone to
seated function and physiology
Presenter: Rhona Fisken*; Author: Stephanie Tanguay
*Clinical Education Specialist – Seating and Positioning, Invacare International, The Netherlands
Reporting Bursar: Rebecca Hindle
Specialist Physiotherapist, Guy’s and St. Thomas’ Wheelchair Service
Email: beckyhindle@nhs.net



Bart Van der Heyden’s seminar examinedthe effects of the lower extremities on theposture of wheelchair users, and lookedat how we as clinicians could promote optimalpositioning by paying particular attention tothis region of the body. Coming from a physiotherapy background, thematerial presented was familiar to me withregard to the impact of muscle length, range ofmovement, and pelvis positioning whenassessing postureprior to choosingequipment.However, theemphasis placed onviewing the body asa series of linkedsegments was arefreshing concept.All too often wetend to considerthe segments of thebody quiteseparately, and dealwith each one inturn, rather than considering the effect ofimplementing a change to one segment andevaluating what the impact is on the rest. Bartemphasised closer examination of therelationship between the pelvis and the trunk,and also the lower limbs, and the importance ofusing this information as a guide to moreeffective treatment.

The key points of the seminar focused aroundthe assessment of the pelvis in relation to thespine and lower extremities. Bart discussed theimportance of measuring the thigh-to-calf angleand the thigh-to-trunk angle, and ensuring thesetup of the seating (the back angle and legsupport angles) reflected these measurements.He also emphasised the close bi-directionalrelationship that the pelvis has with the spineand that we should never consider one withoutregard to the other. For example, scoliosis of thespine will lead to obliquity and rotation of thepelvis, increasing pressure loading and viceversa. These asymmetries co-exist and shouldbe considered as one problem, rather thanaddressing them as two problems independentof each other.A continual feature of the seminar was theapplication of the principles of open and closedchain kinetics to seating. For example using anopen kinetic chain by stabilising a proximalpoint such as the pelvis, but leaving feet free tomove, will establish good core positioning, andleaves the client free to be expressive with theirdistal extremities. However, fixing the positionof the feet of the same client, therein usingclosed chain kinetics, will have the oppositeeffect, initiating movement of the pelvis andleading to an unstable posture.We were reminded that the isometriccontractions used by postural muscles are the
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NTE 2013 BURSAR REPORTS: BACK SUPPORT / THE IMPACT OF LOWER EXTREMITIES ON POSTURE

Abstract
Using case studies and clinical
experience, Bart Van der Heyden
discussed the impact of poor lower limb
positioning in wheelchair users. He
identified some key principles for
consideration during assessment and
setup, and raised some interesting points
regarding the current standards of
provision through the NHS.

Bursar report: Impact of the Lower Extremities
on the Posture of Wheelchair Users
Presenter: Bart Van der Heyden
Independent Physical Therapist, Clinical Consultant for Bodypoint,
Director of Training and Education for the ROHO Group
Reporting Bursar: Mary Foulerton BSc (Hons)
Wheelchair Therapist, Bedfordshire and Luton Wheelchair Service
Email: mary.foulerton@sept.nhs.uk

would be interesting because, although a solid back ismore expensive, frequent replacement of a canvasback support has potentially higher cost implicationsin terms of not only re-ordering but of fitting the partsas well.
The take away message from the presentation was thatthe pelvis is the keystone to seating, but the backsupport is the key element to ‘seated function’. Anarchway depicted this with the top stone being the backsupport and all the other aspects holding this in place.
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most fatiguing type of muscle contraction. Thisemphasises how tiring it is to hold the body, in whatwe would consider to be ‘good postural alignment’100% of the time. Taking this into account, just asnon-wheelchair users find positions of relaxationwhen sitting down, our clients need to find positionsof relaxation within their seating. We must take intoaccount what effect this might have on their posture,and how we can facilitate the client’s optimumpositioning both during activity and relaxation.The seminar will certainly make me consider theimportance of thorough physical assessment andanalysis of my findings before considering my choiceof equipment. I think it is all too easy to be influencedby what equipment is in stock, restricted budgets, andthe familiarity of equipment, during the assessmentand decision-making process. Bart rightly reminds usthat we should ensure the assessment strongly drivesequipment choices and modifications of setup,providing the best outcome for the client.He also emphasised the importance of multi-disciplinary working in order to share knowledge andinform the practice of all clinicians for the benefit ofthe client. This is something I have encouraged withinmy team, having come from a multi-disciplinarybackground, and will strive to improve. There can onlybe positive outcomes from working more closely withother professionals involved with our clients.The most controversial topic raised was the notionthat it would be best if more elderly users wereseated in active wheelchairs. This would improvetheir ability to self-propel by making use of the moreergonomic design of these types of wheelchairs, inparticular their knees being positioned at 90 degrees.In my experience, highly active user chairs areconsidered a precious commodity in wheelchair

services, allocated sparingly and according to verystrict criteria, largely dictated by their price. Thisapproach to active wheelchairs means we do notmaximise our clients’ abilities, but offer equipmentthat fulfils their most basic needs. There are so manywheelchair users who might benefit enormously fromhaving a more lightweight wheelchair to improvetheir function, reduce physical effort and fatigue, andimprove quality of life; often they must make doinstead with something that falls short of theoptimum solution. This tension is a commonexperience within our practice, but raises thequestion of who has greater importance – the clientor the budget holder?Bart also highlighted the poor design of our mostregularly used equipment: chairs with 70 or 80 degreefoot hangers put strain on short hamstrings and pullthe pelvis out of position; one inch increments on footstems often lead to feet being positioned too low ortoo high; chairs without the option of tensionadjustable backrests lead to sagged canvas and spinaldiscomfort or deformity. Some of these problems areunavoidable if we solely use the current list ofequipment that conforms to the criteria of provision.Changes can be made to alleviate the impact on theclient, but these have cost implications which placeextra strain on our resources.Bart Van der Heyden was a very engaging speaker,and, rather than overwhelming the audience withcomplex information, actively demonstrated howsimple adjustments and interventions can make aprofound difference for clients. He presented aninteresting seminar full of salient points, which mademe reconsider some of the practices I have beentaking for granted. These pieces of wisdom willremain with me, and will be something that cancertainly be incorporated into my daily practice.



Iparticularly wanted to attend this session inorder to build on the knowledge ofwheelchair configuration (‘tuning’) that Ihad gained during my training as arehabilitation engineer.I found that the emphasis placed by thesepresentations on the importance of theconfiguration process, and how it can be used toreduce the risk of secondary injuries, echoed aprevious lecture that I had attended whichhighlighted that the client does not need toconstantly put in maximum effort in order tomaintain their level of ability (Minkel, J. 2011).Prior to this lecture, and based on myprofessional training, I had always understoodthat wheelchairconfiguration wasan important factor,and was pleased tohave this reinforcedthrough thefindings from thesession. The sessionsuggested theimportance of theCombined TestReport which, as the name implies, is anintegrated report utilising a traffic light system,whereby the wheelchair user can view theirefficiency before and after the wheelchairconfiguration process. When researchingwheelchair efficiency, I had not considered howeffective a traffic light system could be forrepresenting the data. Now, I can see that thisprovides a very practical and clear explanationfor the client, and their wider circle, tounderstand the balancing act of several needs.Additionally, it was emphasised that absolutemeasures (such as 12° and 16° for passing staticwheelchair stability tests) are not thatinformative for the client. I realised that up untilthis point, I had personally placed particularemphasis on using absolute figures when

conducting stability tests, and can now see thevalue of providing the client with informationthrough real-life examples. This parallel session has reminded me of thesmall changes that can be made at thewheelchair handover which can have a bigimpact on a client and the client’s extendedsupport network over a number of years, andaffecting several areas of daily life. I feel thatthere is a great deal of scope for futurecollaboration between different centres forwheelchair configuration research. The key learning points from the sessionincluded:• A personalised wheelchair configurationensures safety and efficiency for the client andthe attendant (as applicable)• It is important to remember that there is noperfect wheelchair solution; hence there isalways a degree of compromise in wheelchairconfiguration (such as the level of stabilityversus performance/efficiency)• It is better to have objective measures forclient stability and efficiency than simply to relyon what the client feels is easiest, or on testingthe wheelchair at a pre-set angleFinally, and on a purely practical note, havingthe presentation split to cover three sectionscontributing to one larger theme, with fourpresenters helped maintain my attention, andmanaged to keep the room full and interested.Our session overran, which was no bad thing asit was followed by a lively debate at the end ofthe presentation, and hopefully shows that allattending managed to take away somethinguseful for their own services and businesses. 
ReferenceMinkel, J. (2011) Use It or Lose It v Conserve toPreserve. Plenary Session at the European
Seating Symposium Incorporating Assistive
Technology. Dublin, 8- 10 November, 2011.
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Abstract
It is the intention of this report to
describe the key learning points that I
gained from this parallel session and to
elaborate on how this has influenced my
current practice; furthermore what
learning needs I have identified from this
session.

Bursar report: Wheelchair Tuning
Presenters: John Colvin, Consultant Clinical Scientist; Owen Mills,Trainee Clinical Scientist;
Colin Mair, Trainee Clinical Scientist; Martin Cox, Trainee Clinical Scientist, WestMARC, Glasgow
Reporting Bursar: Kate Jones
Rehabilitation Engineer, Artificial Limb and Appliance Centre, Cardiff and Vale University Health Board
Email: Kate.Jones10@wales.nhs.uk
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NTE 2013 BURSAR REPORT: PREVENTING SEATING ACQUIRED PRESSURE ULCERS

Following four years’ experience as anoccupational therapist in an acute setting,I felt the need to specialise in oneparticular area. I chose the wheelchair servicebecause I liked the variety of conditions and agegroups, and I have now completed my first yearin the wheelchair service. I chose to attend this session as I felt it was veryrelevant to my current level of practice: Icomplete assessments with many clients whohave, or are at high risk of developing, pressureulcers. My previous training consisted ofawareness of the forces of gravity and extrinsicfactors which can contribute to pressure ulcers.If, during assessment, a client reports painrelated to sitting or any red areas, I wouldalways discuss the need to see their GP, andadvise them not to sit in the wheelchair for longperiods, but to transfer to a suitable static chairas a change of sitting position every two hoursis recommended in the National Institute forCare and Excellence (NICE) guidelines (NICE,2005). I have also received training on differenttypes of pressure cushions and the use of tilt inspace seating to reduce the risk of pressureulcers. A key learning point from this session was thecritique of the use of pressure mapping as a toolfor assessment. As I have reviewed pressuremapping previously and felt it was useful, I wasvery interested in hearing of the limitations of apressure map. An excellent explanation of the aetiology ofpressure ulcers was presented, and this washelpful in increasing my understanding of theinternal and external factors considered in theprevention of pressure ulcers. Pressure damagecan occur at a cellular level, and may be causedby compression of soft tissue by loading thatrestricts the blood supply, or compression of the

lymph glands to obstruct drainage. Ischemicreperfusion which can occur once tissue is off-loaded, and an increase in oxygen containingfree radicals reaching the cells are otherpossible causes of cell damage. Deep tissuedamage can also be caused by internal factors,and can originate from within the muscle. The pressure mapping tool measures externalpressure; how this pressure is translated downto capillary levelswill depend on thecondition of thesupporting softtissue and thecurvature of thebony prominence.Other factors toconsider aretemperature,humidity, moisture,and friction.A pressure map haspoor repeatabilityand can mapdifferently every 60seconds. The largedata set can bedifficult to analyse, as trends may look the sameafter 60 seconds but peak values may differ. Thepressure map is a good tool for patient andcarer education, and is ideal for measurement ofsymmetry without physical deformity. I still feel there is a place for pressure mappingduring some assessments, but can also see howthis tool could be misleading, because, althoughit appears to be an objective assessment, theinformation gained should be used subjectively. Other useful take home points from thepresentation were:

Abstract
The aim of this session was to discuss
current technology for the prevention
and management of pressure ulcers,
with particular reference to seated
posture. The speakers are involved in
development of technologies for the
prevention and early detection of seating
acquired pressure ulcers, and are keen to
develop objective measures to inform
assessment. Pressure mapping was also
discussed as a useful tool in patient
education, but it was felt its use in
clinical assessment is very limited.

Bursar report: Technologies to assess and
prevent seating acquired pressure ulcers
Presenters: Peter Worsley, Senior research fellow ( physiotherapist), Southampton General Hospital
and Dan Bader, Professor of Bio-engineering and Tissue Health, Southampton General Hospital
Reporting Bursar: Jenny Henry
Occupational therapist, Wirral Wheelchair Service
Email: jennyhenry@wirralct.nhs.co.uk
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• A client will usually be seated in their optimumsitting position for assessment of pressure, and thismay not be the sitting position they adopt at home orduring functional activity• It takes two minutes of lifting to enable ischaemicreperfusion of soft tissue. Leaning within the seat maybe more effective, as the position can be held for longer• Research has shown that tissue damage can occurafter just two minutes of compression of soft tissue.This brings into question the guidelines thatrecommend repositioning every two hoursFollowing this session I now have greater knowledgeregarding the assessment of pressure areas, and thiswill enable me to take more factors into account whenprescribing equipment and giving advice to service

users. I have an increased interest in the developmentof new technologies for the early detection of pressureulcers, and I am aware of research into some objectivemeasures for early detection, such as transcutaneousblood monitoring and sweat analysis. I would like to thank PMG for providing theopportunity for me to attend the conference, whichwas very informative and motivating for my futurepractice.
ReferenceNICE, 2005. Pressure ulcer management (CG29).[Online] Available at: http://guidance.nice.org.uk/CG29[Accessed August 2013].

ERRATUMIt has come to our attention that our recentpaper (Daly O, Casey J, Martin S, Tierney M,2013) contained a portion of text of literaturereview from an earlier paper by Wright C, Casey J,Porter-Armstrong A (2010). The original paperwas not cited in the main body of the text orincluded in the reference list. We apologise to theauthors of the original paper for this omission, andassure them this oversight occurred withoutmalice: there was no intent to mislead.
O Daly, J Casey, S Martin, M Tierney (1 August 2013)

REFERENCESDaly O, Casey J, Martin S, Tierney M (2013) Seatingprovision for nursing home residents. Posture and
Mobility, 30:1, 8. Wright C, Casey J, Porter-Armstrong A (2010)Establishing best practice in seating assessment forchildren with physical disabilities using qualitativemethodologies. Disability & Rehabilitation: Assistive
Technology, 5, 1, 34-47.



Postural Management with Special SeatingThis two day course is aimed at therapists and engineers who want toincrease their understanding of postural management for young peoplewith complex postural needs.It will focus specifically on the seating needs of young people with CPaccording to the ICF framework, using the GMFCS for children with CPto classify their level of function and need.If you are responsible for prescribing or maintaining seating for youngpeople at home, or nursery, in school or for outdoor mobility, this twoday course will increase your knowledge of, and clinical skills in,postural assessment/prescription of seating in these different contexts.The programme will include the use of assessment tools, the evidencebase for postural management, and the design and use of the Chaileypostural management equipment. 
Course Date:     29th & 30th January 2014, 9.30am – 4.30pmVenue:                 Coventry University Technocentre, CoventryCourse Date:     19th & 20th March 2014Venue:                 Premier Inn, Heathrow, London Course Date:     4th & 5th June 2014Venue:                 Coventry University Technocentre, Coventry

Applications via the website below or please contact:Jo Jex MCSPClinical EducatorActive Design Ltd68K Wyrley RoadBirmingham, B6 7BNTel: 0121 326 7506  Fax: 0121 327 8807www.activedesign.co.uk/education
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